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Chapter I
General Introduction

The contraction of the heart is preceded by a depolarization of the cardiac muscle
cells. During this depolarization, which spreads in a wave-like fashion through the
ventricular muscle, electrical currents are generated which are conducted through
the various tissues constituting the body. As a result of these currents, electrical
potentials are generated at the body surface. Recordings of the time developement
of these potential differences during the heartbeat are known as the electrocardiogram
or ECG.
Since is was first observed some 100 years ago the ECG has become a major
non-invasive tool for the estimation of the function and condition of the heart [1].
Most of the research aimed at improving the applicability of the ECG has been, and
still is, of an empirical-statistical nature. Well-specified standard recording sites on
the torso surface, such as those of the 12 standard leads or of the Frank lead system,
have been defined in the past [2]. These standard leads enable the determmation
of correlations between ECG measurements and information about the state of the
heart obtained by other methods. Since this has been done for large populations
of normals and patients, statistically significant departures of ECG parameters from
normal values can be used diagnostically. Modem technology has led to systems
which record potentials at a large number of electrodes covering the entire torso
surface (Body Surface Potential Mapping or BSPM systems) and store them in a
digital computer system for subsequent analysis, be it statistical or otherwise [3,4].
The research described in this thesis belongs to the non-statistical category. It
follows the biophysical approach to establish the relation between cardiac electrical
activity and potentials generated on the body surface of the individual. In this approach a physical model of the human torso as a volume conductor is used and the
electrical activation of the heart is modelled in close relationship to known physiology. The use of such a torso model with assumed parameters of the model of
electrical activation enables the simulation of potentials at the body surface. Such
a procedure is known as the forward or direct problem of electrocardiography [5].
The clinically more relevant determination of the unknown parameters of electrical
activation with the body surface potentials assumed known (measured) is called the
inverse problem of electrocardiography. Any solution method to the inverse problem
1
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requires a solution to the corresponding forward problem. In this thesis results and
an evaluation of a solution method to the inverse problem will be presented.
As mentioned earlier, ventricular depolarization can be regarded as a propagating
wave spreading through the myocardium, predominantly inward-out. At the transition boundary between tissue already depolarized and tissue still at rest the main
electrical sources are located. This activation process has been studied extensively
in the past [6,7,8]. The most complete set of data describing the propagation of
the depolarization wavefront in the healthy human ventricles is that of the in vitro
experiments carried out by DÜRRER et al. in the late sixties. This dataset will serve
as a basic reference in this study, as it has been in many others [9,10,11,12].
In the modelling of the electrical sources at the ventricular activation boundary
one has to resort to macroscopic descriptions. Although detailed knowledge exists of
the depolarization of the individual muscle-cell membrane [13], the mere number of
these cells (~ 1010) makes it impossible to incorporate all of them in a model. The
most widely known macroscopic model describing electrical sources at the activation
boundary is the classical uniform current dipole layer model[14]; it is the basic model
used in this research. In this model the electrical sources are assumed to be current
dipoles uniformly distributed over the surface of the activation boundary. A more
extensive discussion on the uniform current dipole layer concept, its validation and
the justification of its use can be found in [15,16,17]. GULRAJANI has given a
comprehensive review of this and several other source descriptions which have been
used in electrocardiography [18].
In the modelling of the volume conductor constituted by the torso and the tissues within the advent of large digital computers has made the truly "physical" torso
shaped electrolytic tank-models disappear in favour of the more flexible numerical methods. In solving the forward problem of electrocardiography the numerical
technique most commonly used for the solution of the Poisson equation with boundary conditions is the Boundary Element Method or BEM [19,20,21,22]. In this
technique, the original differential equations are transformed into integral equations
using Green's theorem. All tissues which are assumed to be relevant to the volume
conductor problem are described by discretization of their respective bounding surfaces, leading to a system of linear equations. The BEM has been widely used in
simulation studies of the ECG and in studies on the effect of incorporating different inhomogeneities into the volume conductor model [23,24,12]. Although in all of
these cases the torso configuration can be regarded as "realistic", quantification of the
results obtained was not always possible because of the lack of ECG measurements
on the same realistic surface.
In this study the BEM is also used in the solution of the forward problem, but
use is made of actually measured geometry, corresponding to ECG recordings on the
same subject, rather than "realistic" geometry. Alternative models for the electrical
volume conductor, such as in the analytical eccentric spheres model of RUDY and
PLONSEY [25], and the application of alternative solution methods to the Poisson
equation, such as the finite element method, as used by a.o. YAMASHITA et al. and
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COLLI-FRANZONE [26,27], have been reviewed by GULRAJANI [28].
Several different solution methods to the inverse problem of electrocardiography
have appeared in the literature. A recent review on this subject can be found in [29].
The research can be roughly divided into two categories.
One approach is that of describing solutions in terms of equivalent sources. Because of the non-uniqueness of solutions to the inverse problem with respect to actual
cardiac sources [30], assumptions and restrictions on the physical model describing
these sources have to be made, ranging from single fixed dipoles and multipoles
to moving-multi-dipole models. A major drawback of most of these models is that
the estimated equivalent sources cannot be directly (and quantitatively) validated by
physiological measurements.
The second approach is that of determining epicardial potentials from measured
body surface potentials [31,27,32]. It has the advantage of providing a unique solution, once the epicardial surface geometry is known, and of being directly related to
(in VÌVO) measurements of epicardial potentials. The problem of relating these epicardial potentials to electrophysiology (e.g., to the spread of the activation wavefront)
remains nontrivial.
This thesis presents a solution method to the inverse problem based on the uniform
current dipole layer model for the electrical activation of the ventricles. This means
that the description of cardiac electrical activity will be restricted to the QRS-complex
of the ECG. The uniform current dipole layer has some very attractive properties
with respect to the inverse problem. It can be shown that the restriction of it to the
ventricular surface, at any instant of the activation process, is an equivalent source
description for potentials generated outside the heart [33,34]. In that sense, the inverse
model based on this restriction belongs to the class of methods using equivalent
source descriptions. When the geometry of the ventricular muscle is known, it can
be shown that, as in the epicardial potentials approach, the solutions obtained are
unique [34]. Moreover, solutions of the activation sequence at the ventricular surface
can be directly related to measurements, because the restricted sources directly refer
to the activation of the ventricular surface (epicardium and endocardium).
A characteristic of the inverse problem, present in all approaches described, is
its ill-posed nature. Due to the smoothing properties of the volume conductor small
errors made in the modelling and the measurements may cause large errors in the
inverse solutions obtained. In order to avoid this, additional restrictions to the solution
have to be made (regularization). These restrictions can be of a mathematical nature,
in that bounds on the solution and/or on its derivatives are formulated (TIKHONOV
regularization [35]) or of a statistical nature (FOSTER [36]). Also direct physiological
knowledge can be used (TWOMEY [37]). In the research described here the surface
Laplacian, which is a second spatial derivative, is used as a regularization operator.
A review of different regularization techniques can be found in [38].
Research on an inverse procedure based on the uniform dipole layer restricted
to the ventricular surface started with the extensive work of CUPPEN [34,39] who
performed model studies using an inhomogeneous, realistic volume conductor. In
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these studies, first a forward simulation of ECG's using a discretization of the activation data obtamed by DURRER et al was performed Next inveì se solutions based
on these simulated potentials were calculated, using SVD techniques for the inversion and a regulanzation based on the 2D and 3D Hessian of the solution In this
model to model study an evaluation of the accuracy and stability of the method as
such was made It was concluded that epicardial activation tunes could be established fairly well, but that m endocardial activation detail was lost, resultmg m a bad
reconstruction of the early activation process
ROOZEN [40] contmued the work by reformulating the original problem of inversion into an equivalent non-linear minimization problem m order to be able to
use more information present in the (simulated) potentials He mtroduced a quasiNewton optimization scheme as a solution method and applied regulanzation based
on an approximation to the norm of the surface gradient of the solution Results
showed that more endocardial detail could be obtained, but calculations were still
performed m a model to model situation, using no actually measured potentials
This thesis describes an improved version of the acquired inverse procedure
Much effort has been put into the improvement of the numerical efficiency and acceleration of the algorithms used, resultmg m an almost "mteractive" usability of
the software package The surface Laplacian is chosen as a regulanzation operator,
because of its nice properties with respect to the character of the solutions aimed at
the isochrones of activation at the ventricular surface The procedure is applied to
actually measured data, ι e , measured body surface potentials and measured geom
etry For this purpose 64-channel BSPM's have been made over the QRS interval
of 3 healthy normal subjects Of these same subjects detailed MRI cross-sections
have been taken from which all relevant geometry data (torso surface, lung surface,
ventricular surface and intraventricular cavities) can be deduced Of all of these
surfaces triangulations have been made which enable the numerical handling of the
inhomogeneous volume conductor [41]
The mam objective of this research has been to obtam stable estimates of the ventncular surface activation sequence which can be considered as physiologically real
istic, usmg the "tailored" geometry and potential measurements of the same healthy
subject Similar studies have been performed usmg data obtamed from experiments
on dogs and chimpanzees [31,42] To our knowlegde no study on normal healthy
human subjects, usmg a set of geometry and ECG measurements that complete, has
appeared m the literature
As a preliminary study, m Chapter II [43], the availability of a complete set of
geometry- and potential measurements has led to a quantitative investigation into the
importance of certam torso inhomogeneitles (lungs, intraventricular cavities) m the
solution method to the forward problem of electrocardiography, the result of which
has consequences for the inverse model to be used In the analysis of the results the
concept of contribution map is mtroduced Such a map quantifies the contnbution
of the various parts of the ventncular surface to the potential observed m a single
electrode at the torso surface
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In Chapter III [44] the inverse procedure and the application of it to the set of 3
healthy subjects is described. Resulting computed activation sequences are evaluated
qualitatively, in comparison with invasive measurements known from the literature.
This chapter can be considered the "heart" of this thesis.
The stability and general applicability of the inverse procedure is discussed in
Chapter IV [45]. The sensitivity of the solutions, in the presence of regularization,
to realistic modelling- and measurement errors is investigated. In particular the
possibility of using a standard geometrical configuration rather than a tailored one is
studied.
In Chapter V an attempt is made to confront results obtained with the inverse procedure in a quantitative way with invasive measurements. Use is made of a complete
set of measurements obtained from a patient undergoing a heart transplant operation.
Besides geometry- and potential measurents performed prior to the operation, this
unique set of data includes the measurement of the activation sequence of the rejected, revived and reperfused heart. For the analysis of the results an extension of the
inverse procedure is presented which enables the calculation of activation sequences
differing a prescribed small amount from an a priori solution. Some elements of this
study have been published previously [46].
The regularization operator used throughout this study on the inverse problem of
electrocardiography, the surface Laplacian, is the subject of Chapter VI [47]. This
chapter is of a wider, mathematical scope and describes the derivation and evaluation
of different approximating expressions for the surface Laplacian on a triangulated
surface. The evaluation of the performance of the different approximations as a
regularization operator concludes this chapter.
A summarizing discussion of all the results obtained and the conclusions reached
finally ends this thesis in Chapter VII.
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Chapter II
The Effect of Torso Inhomogeneities on Body
Surface Potentials Quantified by using
'Tailored" Geometry *

Abstract
The effect of torso inhomogeneities on the electrocardiographic body surface
potentials in general, and the waveform of the QRS complex in the standard
leads in particular, were studied by using an inhomogeneous, numerical model
of the torso including the (lower) conductivity of the lungs and the (higher)
conductivity of the ventricular cavities. The relevant geometry was derived from
actual data as measured from MRI scans of the subjects studied. The simulated
potentials were compared to the body surface potentials recorded in the same
individuals. In view of the observed high quality of the correspondence in the
fully inhomogeneous case the quantitative results of the study of the effects of
the involved inhomogeneities attain a high level of credibility. To facilitate this
analysis a new tool is introduced: the contribution map.

1

Introduction

In the past numerous studies have appeared dealing with the problem of the effect
of inhomogeneities in electrical conductivities of body tissues on the electrocardiographic potentials that are observed on the body surface. Over the years the models
describing the involved phenomena of electrical volume conduction have become
more and more realistic. This has been facilitated by a still increasing availability of
numerical (computer) methods for treating the involved volume conduction problem.
The more advanced models now all seem to consider the possible effect of the lower
electrical conductivity of the lungs and of the higher conductivity of the ventricular
cavities relative to the surrounding tissues which are treated as having a uniform
conductivity. An example of a recent study, using realistic representations of the
involved geometry is the one of GULRAJANI and MAILLOUX [1]. These authors give
a very clear introduction to the problem at hand and an extensive reference list for
'Journal of Electrocardiography, vol. 22, pp. 53-72, 1989
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the major developments in this field over the years. See also the recent survey by
RUDY [2]. The results of such studies now give rise to "realistic" simulated body
surface potentials, in particular to "typical" waveforms of the simulated standard
leads [1,3,4]. By subsequently leaving out the different inhomogeneities the effect
of these inhomogeneities may then be investigated. Some distinct effects of these
inhomogeneities have been demonstrated [1,2].
However, since the magnitude of some of these effects found is comparable to
that of the interindividual variation of ECG waveforms in normals, it is difficult to
quantify the effect and to grasp its relevance.
We present the result of a study of this problem in which actual, rather than
realistic, geometry data were used and where the comparison is made with actual,
measured body surface potentials in the same individuals, rather than with "typical"
QRS-waveforms. To facilitate the subsequent analysis a new tool is introduced: the
contribution map. This is a map of the ventricular surface on which the contribution
(in m V) of elements of the ventricular surface to the potential as recorded in a specific
lead is plotted. The inspection of such contribution maps of individual leads is used
to quantify the effect of the various inhomogeneities. In the model of the cardiac
electrical generator used in this study, derived from the classical uniform double
layer, these elementary contributions are "switched" on as soon as they are reached
by the depolarization process.

2

Methods

It has been shown [5,6] that, by using the uniform double layer as a source, the
genesis of the electrocardiographic surface potentials during the QRS interval may
be described as:

V(y, t) = J A(y, x)H{t - T(*))rfi,

(1)

where V(y, t) is the potential at time t within the QRS interval at torso point y. As
described in eq. 1, these potentials arise from a linear superposition of the contribu
tions of the electrical (double layer) sources around points χ on the closed surface
X bounding the ventricular mass. We refer to this surface as "the heart surface".
The function Л(з/,х) reflects the transfer coefficients between elementary sources at
positions χ on the heart surface and potentials at positions y on the torso surface.
The transfer A{y, x) is governed by the laws of electrical volume conduction and
depends on the volume conductor model, in particular the exact geometric relation
ship between the heart surface elements around points χ on the heart surface and
points у on the torso, as well as on the geometry of the interfaces between torso
compartments having differing conductivities.
The depolarization sequence can, within the assumptions of the uniform double
layer model, be specified uniquely by the time instants т(х) at which the heart
surface elements are depolarized. It can be shown [7] that this source description is
completely equivalent to the transmural uniform double layer situated at the actual
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depolarization wavefront. Such a uniform double layer description is implied in the
work of several other groups [1,3,4].
Consequently, following this formalism, one (merely) needs to specify the acti
vation function T(X) and the transfer function A(y, i ) , after which the corresponding
body surface potentials can be computed.

2.1

Determination of A(y, x)

MRI transverse cross sections of (three) healthy men were made with the MRI equip
ment from the research department of Philips Medical Systems at Best, The Nether
lands.
For each subject 28 cross sections were produced at intervals of 1.5 cm. By using
a simultaneously recorded ECG, the cross sections at subsequent levels were recorded
at the same phase of the cardiac cycle (peak R-wave in lead II). The contours of the
torso boundary, lung boundary, heart surface and enclosed surface of the ventricular
cavities were read from photographs of the MRI scan using a digitizing tablet. The
positions of the standard ECG leads (the respective intercostal spaces) produced clear
reference points in the scans. Consequently, an accurate localization of the electrodes
with respect to the heart geometry and that of the other interfaces considered, could
be established.
The digitized cross sections were processed using a special computer package,
written by one of the authors [8]. A total of 198 points was placed on the torso
surface for the numerical handling of the involved surface integral. For the fully
inhomogeneous torso model, the conductivity ac of the ventricular cavities was taken
to be three times, that of the lungs σι one-fifth that of the surrounding homogeneous
medium er, of which the ventricular mass is considered to be a part. The jump in the
conductivity at the interfaces of a region having a different conductivity is specified
by the ratio к of the involved conductivities. The inhomogeneity of, for example,
the ventricular cavities is specified by кс = σ Γ /σ. A triangulated representation was
constructed of the lung boundaries, ventricular surface, and the ventricular cavities.
The number of points placed on these surfaces was: left lung, 116; right lung, 116;
heart surface, 257; left ventricular cavity, 72; right ventricular cavity, 107. Using these
data a discretized version of the transfer function >l(y, x) was computed by means
of the boundary element method for treating the inhomogeneous volume conduction
[5,9]. In the computation of the numerous solid angles of planar triangular surface
elements needed in this analysis, use was made of a new algorithm [10]. This resulted
in a transfer matrix A, the elements α ν of which relate the contributions of a point
j on the heart surface (j- = 1,257) to the potential in point г of the torso surface
(t = 1,198). A cross section of the torso model at the level of electrodes Vi and V2
is presented in fig. 1. A view of the discretized torso boundary of one of the subjects
is presented in fig. 2. The landmarks described above have been used accurately to
define the positions of the electrodes used (see below) with respect to the documented
geometry. These positions are indicated in fig. 1 as well as in fig. 2 (heavy dots).
The strength Vb of the uniform double layer was 40 mV, taken from earlier work
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flg.(l) Cross section of torso model at the level of electrodes V) and Vz, with posi
tions indicated. The torso includes different, homogeneous, compartments representing
lungs and ventricular cavities. The arrows a-f indicate various sections of the closed
heart surface viewed from an anterior position as used in the isochrone map (fig. 3),
the contribution maps (fig. 7), and the contribution difference maps (fig. 14).

-1

on this topic [11,12]. With an assumed overall electrical conductivity of 0.2 ?5.m ,
3
-2
this corresponds to a current dipole surface density ρ = σΥρ of 8 χ IO A.m.m .
2
This means that each element of the heart surface carries, per cm , an elementary
7
current dipole of strength 8 χ IO" A.m from the moment the local surface has been
depolarized onwards. The direction of these dipoles is normal to the local surface,
pointing towards the myocardium [7].
A subset AM of 64 of the rows of the matrix A was used for computing the
potentials in points corresponding to the measurement lead system. Conversely, for
the purpose of the display of the body surface maps only, a transfer matrix was
computed, which expands the data recorded at the 64 positions at the torso to all 198
points of the discretized representation of the torso. The method used for computing
this matrix is a variation of that described by HERINGA [13]. This improved method
will be published separately [14].
A further subset Aj of eight rows of matrix A was used to simulate the QRS
waveforms of the standard leads of the 12-lead ECG. As is well known all six
extremity leads may be reconstructed from any two of these six specified. We
recorded and simulated я and V^ separately and constructed the other four (Vf·, I,
Π and III) by appropriate linear combinations of VR and Vj,.

The effect of torso inhomogeneities
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fig.(2) Triangulated version of the torso model, with positions of the 64-lead system
indicated. Position of standard electrodes Vi - V6 aie solid. (Vj is found by averaging
the potentials of the appropriate superior and inferior electrodes.) Electrode at the
back corresponds to the contribution map (fig. 7f).

2.2

Determination of r(i)

The invasive measurement of the activation sequence T ( I ) on the heart surface of
the subjects studied was, obviously, out of the question. Instead, a further refinement
of the inverse procedure as described previously [5,6] was used. This essentially
amounts to a least squares fit of weighted versions of the potentials in the left hand
side of eq. 1 to the model implied in the right hand side of this equation. In this
case, the potentials are measured and the transfer function A(.y, x) is computed from
accurately specified geometrical details, as described above. Values for т ^ ) are
sought for each of the 257 points j on the heart surface, using a quasi-Newton kind
of minimization procedure, such that the difference between recorded and simulated
potentials is minimal in a least squares sense. Such a procedure is in itself known
to be highly unstable, and may result in wildly oscillating versions of the computed
activation function T ( S ) . Previous work in our group has led to methods for imposing
constraints to ensure that the computed solutions be "tamed" [6]. Since submitting
the latter publication, we have realized a substantial further simplification and further
improvement of this inverse procedure. Details of this development, to be published
separately [15], will include the quality of the inversely computed surface activation
sequences as observed in three subjects. Here it suffices to state that the activation
sequence т(х) used in this study has been confronted with data known from invasive
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procedures [16,17] and was found to be acceptable for the purpose of this study.
The specific function T ( I ) used in this study is shown in fig. 3, using isofunction
lines (isochrones) plotted on various parts of the ventricular surface. Each part of this
surface is viewed from one and the same anterior position. To assist identification
of these surface parts, we have indicated them in fig. 1.

2.3

Recording body surface potentials

Body surface potentials were recorded (simultaneously) in 64 electrodes placed on
the body surface for each of the three subjects studied using the Body Surface
Mapping system of the department of cardiology at this institution [18]. The zero
potential position reference was the Wilson Central Terminal and the zero potential
time reference was the baseline just prior to the QRS waveform. Single-beat data
over a time interval of 100 ms, starting just before the QRS interval, were identified.
Linear base line correction was applied. Taking samples at 2-ms intervals this led to
50 potential samples for each of the 64 leads used. These values have been expanded
to 100 data points at 1-tns intervals using the cubic spline interpolation procedure.
The properties of the transfer matrix A may be studied by considering its separate
columns. Any such column a^ specifies the potentials а^ in all points i (i = 1,198)
on the torso that would be generated were the point j on the heart surface activated
separately. As a consequence any such column may be depicted in the form of a
body surface potential map (BSM).
Similarly, a row a, of the matrix A may be interpreted as the contributions a¡j
that any point (lead) i on the torso surface receives from the points j (j = 1,257) on
the heart surface beginning at the moment these points j have been reached by the
depolarization process. Such a row may be depicted on a map of the heart surface in
which the contributions to a specific lead i is shown, for example, using isofunction
lines. When scaling the columns of the A matrix by the surface area (cm 2 ) of the
heart surface elements /15, that these points represent, the resulting map depicts the
contribution (in mV) of the local heart region shown per cm 2 to any lead i once this
local region becomes depolarized. Such maps are called contribution maps.

2.4

Quality measure

In these results, the differences between the simulated and the observed potentials
are defined by the RELative DlFFerence RELDIFF defined by the equation:

¿¿(К4-і7.()2
RELDIFF =

Σ Σ*«
ι=Ι (=1

where Vlt and Vít are, respectively, the observed and simulated potential at torso
point i (i = I,I) at time instant t (t = l,T). The value of ƒ is 12 in a comparison of
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fig.(3) Isochrones used, shown on a map of the various parts of the closed heart surface
viewed from one and the same anterior position, also shown in fig. 1. Top row from
left to right: (a) anterior epicardium, (b) endocardium right ventricle. Middle row,
left to right: (c) septum right ventricle, (d) septum left ventricle. Bottom row: (e)
endocardium left ventricle, (f) posterior epicardium. Integers shown are in ms from
onset of QRS.
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fig.(4) Observed QRS waveforms of standard 12 leads, limb leads rather than aug
mented limb leads are shown. Full-scale horizontal, 100 ms; vertical, 1 mV

the standard leads, whereas for a comparison of the full 64 leads of the BSM data
I equals 64. For Γ we have Τ = 100, corresponding to the 100 data points at 1-ms
distance within the QRS interval considered.
When both the observed values V",, and the differences Dtt = f Vtl - Vxt are treated
as vectors in ƒ χ Γ dimensional space the numerator in eq. 2 can be interpreted as
the length of the difference vector and the denominator as the length of the vector
of observations. A value of, say, RELDIFF = 0.1 would correspond to a relative
difference on a "power basis" of 1%.
With the usual interpretation of the scaled covariance ρ between V and V as
being the cosine of the angle between the vector of observed values V and estimated
values V (see, for example,! 19]), it can be easily shown that, for small values of the
length of the difference vector:
ρ «

1

1 —RELDIFF

2

,

.

Consequently a stated value of, say, RELDIFF = 0.1 would correspond to ρ = 0.995.
We prefer to use the difference measure RELDIFF rather than the scaled covariance
p, since the former does not suggest a statistical interpretation. Such interpretation
would usually be erroneous because of the unknown underlying probability density
of the random variable p. Moreover, RELDIFF is more appropriate in cases where
the magnitude of the data is important, as in this study.

The effect of torso inhomogeneities

fig.(5a) Observed body surface maps at 10-30 ms after onset of QRS. Solid lines,
positive values. (Left) Anterior view of the front of the torso. (Right) Posterior view
of the back. Dashed lines, negative values and zero; increments between successive
potential lines, 0.1 mV. Numbers shown identify individual lines, in units of 100 μΥ.
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flg.(5b) Observed body surface maps 40-60 ms
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fig.(5c) Observed body surface maps 70-80 ms.

3

Results

The results of this study are shown for one of the three subjects studied, the results
of the other two bemg consistent.

3.1

Observed potentials

The data for subject 1 are presented m detail to enable a comparison of the results of
the simulations with actual, rather than with typical, electrocardiographic potentials.
Fig. 4 shows the waveforms of the QRS complexes in standard leads. Note that the
limb leads, rather than the augmented limb leads, are shown. The latter, as is well
known, differ from the former only in being scaled by a factor of 1.5. The former
may be treated as any of the other leads on the torso. In fig. 5 the corresponding
BSM representation of these observed data are shown at 10-ms intervals.
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fig.(6-abc) Body surface maps related to the activation of individual heart surface
elements, the position of which is shown in the inset. These correspond to the ploces
demonstrating global maxima in fig. 7: fig. 6a corresponds to fig. 7a, etc. Increments
between successive isofunction lines are by a factor of two. Units are 100 μ\.

The effect of torso inhomogeneities

fig.(6-def) Simulated single dipole element body surface maps.
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flg.(7a) Contnbution map of lead l'i Map segments identifiable through fìgs 1 and 3
Increments between successive isofunction lines are by a factor of two Solid Imes,
positive values. Dashed lines, negative values and zero Numbers shown identify
individual isofunction lines, expressed in units of 10 μΥ cm - 2 .
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fig.(7b) Contribution map lead Vj.

3.2

Transfer matrix

The properties of the transfer matrix, as computed for the fully inhomogeneous case
with κι = 0.2 and кс = 3, are illustrated in fig. 6. in the form of BSM's and in fig. 7 in
the form of contribution maps. The contribution maps shown are those related to the
precordial leads V), з and V<s, the extremity leads VL and VF, and a back electrode
at the level of V|, Vi (fig. 1). These contribution maps demonstrate global extremes.
The individual dipole layer elements around these regions (elementary unit dipoles)
produce potential distributions (fig. 6): the source around the local extreme of fig. 7a
produces the map as shown in fig. 6a, etc. The size of the matrix (198 χ 257)
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fig.(7c) Contribution map lead Ve.

prevents the inclusion of all rows and columns. A more extensive set of these maps
is available on request, as is a floppy disc containing the full transfer matrix.
3.3

Simulated potentials

Using the activation function τ(χ) (fig. 3) and the transfer matrix, described above,
simulated potentials were computed from the discretized version of eq. 1:
j

Yu = ^A»R4''

J

= 257

·

(3)

The effect of torso inhomogeneities
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flg.(7d) Contribution map lead Vi.

The matrix Иц is defined as:
Rt, = і ( * - т , + | )
0
1

for | i - T , | < f
for t < τ, - f
for <> r, + f

This matrix represents a ramp-shaped function that takes the place of the Heaviside
step function Я in eq. 1 and accounts for the fact that in the discretized version
of eq. 1 the regions around individual points j on the heart surface are activated
gradually rather than instantaneously. This is treated by gradually switching on the
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fig.(7e) Contribution map lead Vp.

contribution around points j over an interval w. A further discussion of this point
can be found in [6]. The width w of the window used was 11 ms.
The simulated potentials are shown in fig. 8 as waveforms of the standard leads
(solid lines) and in fig. 9 as BSM's. These results may be compared directly to the
corresponding observed data shown in figs. 4 and 5, respectively. The comparison
is facilitated in fig. 8 by a repetition of the results of fig. 4 indicated by the dashed
lines. The correspondence between these sets is very close. The value of RELD1FF
in this case, computed for I = 12 leads, and Τ = 100 was 0.113. When computed
for all 64 leads (I = 64) the value of RELDIFF was 0.123.
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flg.(7f) Contribution map lead Vg.

3.4

Effect of torso inhomogeneities

In view of the close correspondence between the measured and simulated potentials
demonstrated above, we felt confident to study the importance of the various inho
mogeneities considered using this model. This was done by repeating the simulation
for different choices of κι and кс. We present the results of four sets of such choices
(figs. 10-13). The results of these simulations are shown in a direct comparison
between the simulated standard leads QRS wavefonns and the observed ones, for
each of the 4 sets of κι and «e. In fig. 10 we took /cj = 1 and кс = 3, which implies
disregarding the inhomogeneity of the lungs; for I = 12 RELDIFF = 0.144. In fig. 11
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flg-W QRS waveforms of standard 12 leads. Solid lines, results of simulation κι =
0.2; к.с = 3; RELDIFF = 0.113. Dashed lines, observed potentials, as in fig. 4.

we took κ,ι = 0.2 and /cc = 1, which implies disregarding the effect of the inhomogeneity of the ventricular cavities; for I = 12 RELDIFF = 0.518. In fig. 12 we took
κι = 1 and кс = 1, which implies a fully homogeneous, bounded torso; for I = 12
RELDIFF = 0.544. Finally, we computed the predictions for the fully homogeneous,
unbounded medium. The result of these simulations are shown in fig. 13; for I = 12
RELDIFF = 0.819.
As is well known from previous studies [1,20] and is demonstrated in fig. 11, the
inhomogeneity introduced by the differing conductivity of the ventricular cavity has a
major effect on the body surface potentials (ECG's). The contribution map introduced
above provides a means for quantifying this effect. The contribution map related to
lead Vi, shown in fig. 14a, results after subtracting the appropriate row of the transfer
matrix A computed for the case «ι = 0.2, кс = 1 from the corresponding data related
to the fully inhomogeneous case («i = 0.2, кс = 3, contribution map fig. 7a). It
quantifies the effect of the higher conductivity of the blood for the sources situated
at the various parts of the ventricular surface. The relative importance of these
differences may be studied by comparing fig. 14a with fig. 7a. Such contribution
difference maps for leads Vj and Ve are shown in fig. 14b and fig. 14c. These may
be compared, respectively, with fig. 7b and fig. 7b.

The effect of torso inhomogeneities

v. m
flg.(9a) Simulated BSM's for the fully inhomogeneous torso (κι = 0.2; кс = 3) at
10-30 ms. No early depolarization was observable in the inverse procedure, hence the
map at 10 ms is essentially blank. This has been used to indicate the outline of the
ventricular surface as well as the position of leads Vi — V^.
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fig.(9b) Simulated body surface maps 40-60 ms.
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fig.(9c) Simulated body surface maps 70-80 ms.

4
4.1

Discussion
Quality of the simulation

Comparing the recorded QRS waveforms (fig. 4) and the recorded body surface maps
(fig. 5) to the corresponding results from the simulation for the fully inhomogeneous
torso model (figs. 8, 9 respectively), it is clear that a very high quality simulation
has been obtained. As such we consider this to be a validation of both the source
model and of the torso model used.
The work on these models has extended over several years. Although essentially
based on the same model, the previous results had not attained the quality obtained
here. The reason for this success, we believe, lies in the fact that a veiy accurate
description of the geometric relationships between heart, torso geometry and lead
placement in one and the same individual has become available.
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fig.(lO) Solid lines, simulated QRS waveforms of standard leads. Model: K¿
= 3; RELDIFP = 0.144. Dashed lines, observed QRS waveforms, as in fig. 4.

1; к.с

Our previous work, using essentially the same model, was based on a nonmatching
set of torso geometry [21] and lung geometry [22], relative to which the position
of the electrodes could only be estimated. In that study we found that an accurate
localization of the electrodes was essential. In a model-to-model study it was found
[6] that the model would allow the current use of it.
The other major factor dominating the quality of the simulation is the set of
activation times T(XJ) used. These times were derived from the observed potentials
using an inverse procedure. The result that these, in tum, produce such accurate,
simulated potentials is by no means trivial. Our earlier work has never reached
the same quality of these simulations. Moreover, since the transfer matrix A is
highly "ill-conditioned" [5], a small residual error between observed and simulated
potentials may, as such, not guarantee a high quality solution [6]. The set of activation
times shown in fig. 3 was accepted for this study as being physiologically acceptable.
Other activation sets τ ( χ ) , yielding even smaller residual errors, were generated by the
inverse procedure but were discarded because of a lack of physiological acceptability.
This topic will be discussed in a seperate paper [15].
We are not aware of any previous direct comparison between recorded and sim
ulated potentials in one and the same human subject. The many studies that have
resulted in "realistic" waveforms have already been mentioned. From the inspection
of figs. 8 and 10-13 it is clear that in all cases the waveforms generated are realistic,
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Rg.(ll) As шfig.10. Model: 14 = 0.2; кс = 1, RELDIFF = 0.518.
but the only set resulting in a really close correspondence to the actual recorded
potentials is the fully inhomogeneous torso model (lung and cavities).

4.2

Contribution maps

The (few) contribution maps presented in fig. 7 quantify the way in which different
segments of the heart (surface) may contribute to any particular surface lead consid
ered. The qualitative aspects of this phenomenon are well appreciated. We doubt,
however, whether its full significance, as highlighted by these contribution maps, is
common knowledge. The general features of the contribution maps of Vi, V3 and
Vf, illustrate their local sensitivity. For example, in fig. 7a the epicardial (upper left
panel) and endocardial aspect (upper right panel) of the free wall of the right ventri
cle dominate the scene, with opposing polarities, negativity in Vi for epicardial and
positivity for endocardial breakthrough. Since the right ventricular wall is relatively
thin, these parts of the heart surface are usually depolarized almost simultaneously,
from which moment on their contributions largely cancel. The posterior part of the
epicardium (lower, right panel) contributes hardly at all to V\. Again, the qualitative
aspects of the zone silent to Vi may have been appreciated before, but that the si
lence is so deafening (a 12-fold lower sensitivity of large parts of the posterior wall)
is probably less well known. The other contribution maps shown lead to similar
observations.
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flg.(12) As in flg. 10. Model: щ = 1; « c = 1; RELDIFF = 0.544.

The large amount of information present in the computed matrix A has been
depicted in two different manners. The map representation of the columns (fig. 6)
has a direct equivalent in the heart lead coefficients derived by RUSH [23] from a
double-scale physical torso model, or "Rush's giant". The display of the rows as
contribution maps has some relationship to earlier work in the so-called image space
of the lead vectors (see, for example, [24]). We trust that the contribution maps
presented here may be more widely accepted as being more easily interpretable.

4.3

The effect of torso inhomogeneities

In literature the major studies quantifying the effect of torso inhomogeneities are
those by RUDY and PLONSEY [20] and by GULRAJANI and MAILLOUX [1]. The major

qualitative effects demonstrated here are similar to those found by these groups,
which are adequately discussed by RUDY [2]. A direct quantitative comparison is
not possible. RUDY and PLONSEY [20] used the largely differing volume conductor
model of eccentric spheres.
GULRAJANI and MAILLOUX [1] used a source description that is equivalent to the
uniform double-layer model during the depolarization phase used in our work, but
neither the exact procedure along which the activation sequence used was derived,
nor the resulting activation sequence was documented sufficiently to allow a straight
quantitative comparison. Moreover, the latter group did not provide a confrontation
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fig.(13) As in üg. IO. Model: homogeneous infinite medium. RELDIFF = 0.819.

of the simulations with recorded potentials.
The results shown in figs. 8 and 10-13 illustrate that the inhomogeneities introduced by the torso boundary and by the ventricular cavities are major factors
influencing both the shape and the magnitude of the QRS waveforms. It is not just
a matter of scaling these potentials up or down; distinct shape differences are manifest. The importance of the higher conductivity of the ventricular cavities (fig. 10)
has long been known [25]. This, the Brody effect, accentuates the contributions of
dipoles which are situated within the myocardium near the endocardium and oriented normal to the local surface (endocardium). The elementary sources in our
study are entirely oriented normal to the heart surface. Consequently the strength
of each endocardial element is amplified. However, the overall effect of this on the
QRS waveforms is further affected by the geometric relationship between the source
element and the surface lead considered and by the depolarization sequence of the
ventricles. In fig. 11 this is clear when, disregarding the effect of the intracardiac
blood mass, mainly during early- and mid-QRS, the amplitudes are different (lower),
whereas later (during epicardial depolarization) the differences are much smaller.
This phenomenon implies waveform changes next to scaling. A way to study the
Brody effect, taking due care of the particular lead considered but in isolation of
the depolarization sequence, is the method of contribution difference maps (fig. 14).
This figure should be inspected next to fig. 7, in which the contribution maps for the
fully inhomogeneous case are shown. If one combines, for example, the contribution
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fig.(14a) Contribution difference map related to F| Values, as shown m fig 7a, have
been subtracted by the corresponding values derived from the case for which κι =
0 2 and кс = 1 As a consequence, this map illustrates the contribution of the Brody
effect, which is incorporated ш the contribution maps shown ш fig 7a
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fig.(14b) Contribution difference map lead Vj.

maps of fig. 7a and fig. 14a, it can be seen that for lead V\ the maximal contribution
at the epicardtal aspect of the right ventricle (fig 9a, upper left panel) of -0 36
mV c m - 2 includes a decrease of approximately 0 07 mV cm - 2 (fig 14a, upper left)
By contrast, for a heart surface element at the endocardial aspect of the right
ventricle the contribution to Vi of 0.35 mV.cm -2 (fig. 7a, upper nght) mcludes a
contribution of approximately 0.12 mVcm - 2 (fig 14a, upper right) caused by the
Brody effect. This is m agreement with the fact that for these endocardial sources (the
elementary double layers considered here) the maximum possible increase predicted
by theory is 1 + (Re) -1 , which equals 4/3 for кс = 3, as used here. This increase by
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fig.(14c) Contribution difference map lead Vg.

33% is at odds with the value of 46.4% stated by RUDY (1987) for the corresponding
situation.
The effect of the lower conductivity of the lungs (fig. 10) is very small. This is
in agreement with both studies mentioned earlier [1,20]. At t = 50 ms there is an
increase of about 8% in lead V2, which one is tempted to compare with the figure of
16% stated by RUDY [2], since at this time instant the activation wavefront probably
most closely resembles the source description used in his work. However, other
slight differences of about the same magnitude, but in a different direction, are left
largely unexplained by such analysis.
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There is a slight further degradation in quality after the step from the cavities
(fig. 11, disregarding the inhomogeneity of the cavities) down to the fully homo
geneous bounded medium (fig. 12). Although it might be argued that each of the
depicted waveforms is "realistic", they are also way out.
The simulation shown in fig. 13, based on the homogeneous, infinite medium
model of the volume conductor is presented for sake of completeness. By comparing
these results to the waveforms shown in fig. 12, the effect of the bounded nature of the
volume conductor can be easily appreciated. As predicted by theory, the extremity
leads are greatly reduced, lead г is approximately halved and the waveforms show
essential differences.
The method of using difference maps for quantifying the effect of the two inho
mogeneities was also applied to the body surface maps related to the activity around
individual surface elements. Inspection of these maps supported the interpretation
presented above.
A major conclusion of this study is that for a qualitative description of the inho
mogeneities the global description in terms of the formulation of the Brody effect is
appropriate. For a quantitative description, however, the depolarization sequence is
equally important, since this dominates the relative contribution of the Brody effect
to the potentials observed at any particular time instant.
The high quality of the simulated potentials suggests that theoretical studies on
electrocardiographic phenomena should incorporate, at least, a volume conductor of
the nature (realistic geometry, inhomogeneous) considered here, and preferentially
based on true "tailored" geometry rather than typical geometry. This applies in
particular to the relative position of the electrode system used with respect to the
heart geometry.
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Chapter III
The Depolarization Sequence of the Human
Heart Surface Computed from Measured Body
Surface Potentials *

Abstract
A method for computing the activation sequence at the ventricular surface
from body surface potentials, validated previously in a model-to-model study,
has been adapted to handle measured data. By using measured anatomical
data together with a 64-channel ECG recording of the same subject, for three
subjects, it is shown that the model is able to determine activation sequences
on the heart surface which closely resemble similar such data obtained through
invasive measurement as reported in literature.

1

Introduction

The inverse problem in electrocardiography deals with the clinically relevant question
of determining cardiac electrical sources from potential measurements on the torso
surface. Any solution method always requires an adequate source model description,
together with a solution method for the implied forward problem, which is a problem
of volume conduction. In our study both the basic source model and the forward
solution method used are well known.
The specific variant of the dipole-layer model used has some very attractive
properties regarding the solution of the associated inverse problem. Recent work on
this variant has shown that stable inverse solutions can be obtained in a model-tomodel approach [1].
The availability of full body surface potential data and an accurate description of
the volume-conductor geometry of a number of healthy subjects together with further
conceptual simplification and some "streamlined" computer programming has led to
the possibility of applying the acquired method to measured data. This results in
maps of isochrones of activation of the actual surface of the heart, deduced from
measured potentials and actual geometry data of that same subject.
'IEEE Trans. Biomed. Eng., vol. 35, pp. 1047-1058, 1988
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Modelling and methods
The source model

As a model for the electrical source in the ventricles generating the QRS-complex the
uniform current dipole layer is used. Within this model it can be shown that a uniform
current dipole layer spreading out over the closed surface bounding the ventricular
mass is an equivalent generator for the potentials measured in some external point
[2]. Moreover, this equivalent source can be uniquely determined from the external
potentials it generates [3].
It should be stressed that in this approach the actual transmural sources remain
unspecified; this is a consequence of the assumptions of the uniform current dipole
layer. Instead, ventricular activation is described by the time T ( I ) the depolariza
tion wavefront reaches point χ on the bounding surface of the ventricles, i.e., both
epicardium and endocardium.

2.2

The forward model

For handling the volume conduction effects, the boundary integral method, as exten
sively described previously, is used [4,5]. Inhomogeneities included are the lungs,
the blood mass contained by the ventricular cavities, and the torso boundary. This
method leads to a set of transfer coefficients Avx describing the potential in point y
on the body surface generated by an elementary current double layer source around
points χ of the ventricular surface, pointing towards the ventricular mass.
The basic equation is
/ A(y,x)H(t - T(x))dx = V(y,t).

(1)

V(y, 0 are the potentials generated in point y of the body surface at time t, and
A(y, x) is the continuous representation of the transfer coefficients. The function
r(x) is the activation time of an elementary source at position χ on the heart surface.
QRS onset is defined by r(x) = 0 while τ(χ) = Τ represents the time instant of the
completion of the activation. #(< — r(x)) is the Heaviside step function accounting
for the fact that within the model an elementary source at x, once switched "on" at
time T(X) remains "on" until the total ventricular surface X has been activated.

2.3

The inverse problem

The inverse problem now consists of finding the unknown activation times τ(ζ)
in eq. 1, with V(y, t) measured potentials and A{y, x) computed from measured
geometry. The ventricular surface X is also known from geometry measurements.
The solution is found by solving the following minimization problem:
Find minimum for τ(χ) of
f

J ( ƒ A(y, х)Щі - r(x))dx - V(.y, <)) dy dt,

(2)
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in which Y is the total torso surface.

2.4

IH-posedness and regularization

Eq. 1 with A(y, x) is known to state a so-called ill-posed problem [3]. Due to the
smoothing properties of the volume conductor, small changes in V(y, t) caused by
measurement errors and modelling errors may cause wildly varying solutions τ(χ).
With a finite number of recording sites on the torso, the discretized version of Л(у, ι )
is a rank deficient ill-conditioned matrix with a nonzero kernel. To handle this kind
of problem additional α priori information about the solution has to be used. By
using regularization techniques, the conditioning of the problem can be improved.
Most regularizing techniques lay bounds on some (second-order) derivative of the
solution, e.g., the norm of the gradient vector or of the Hessian matrix [1,3]. Instable
solutions obtained by solving the unregularized minimization problem defined by
eq. 2 often show a physiologically unacceptable large number of breakthrough sites
on the epicardial surface. Laying bounds on a second order derivative removes
these instabilities. In the present study, we take as a regularization operator an
approximation of the surface Laplacian:
Δ(τ(χ)) = (^1

+

(3)

^)τ(χ),

with ζ and η local coordinates around x.

2.5 Discretization
The numerical handling of eq. 1 requires a discretization of the surfaces concerned,
together with a sampling at finite time intervals of the potentials V(y, 0- The discrete
version of eq. 1 is:
лг.
Σ A(,y„ Xk)H(t, - т{хк))лхк = V{y„ tj),

(4)

in which
лхк
Nx

is the area assigned to heartpoint x*,
is the number of discretization points on the heart surface,

г = 1, Ny is the number of electrodes on the torso, and
j = 1, Nt

is the number of samples taken (units of 1 ms)

or, expressed as a matrix equation,
Л,к = А(у„хк)лхк,

A • HT = V ,

Hkj = H(tj-Tk),

where

V,} = V{y„t}),

тк = т(хк).

The summation over a limited number of heartpoints xk implies an instantaneous
switching on (at times τ*) of sources of finite extent. As reported earlier [1,2] this
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leads to nonsmoothness in the simulated potentials V which can be circumvented by
gradually switching on the sources over a time span w. By doing so, eq. 4 becomes:
}Г Ж!/,, Xk)Rw(.tj - г(хк))ЛХк = У (y,, tj),

(5)

in which Ruit — т(х)) is a ramp-shaped function within an interval tu. The solution
method to the minimization problem described below requires further smoothness of
the function to be minimized with respect to т(х). Therefore, instead of 11^,(1 — т(а;))
a C 1 smooth function Sw(t — т(х)) is constructed, consisting of two quadratic parts.
With и = t — τ(χ) we have:
5 ω (ιι)=

-

0

m+i)

if
2

= і-Ш-і)
1

u<-f,

if-f<«<o,
if
if

0<U<f,
it>f.

As a discretized approximation to the surface Laplacian in point z*, a simple nearest
neighbour estimate can be made
4
Δη ~ ^ j (fnKV) - Tfc),
(7)

¿к
with fniw the mean activation time of the points neighbouring z* and d/, the mean
distance from point Xk to its neighbours.
By letting f be the vector with components тк, к = 1, Nx, eq. 7 defines a matrix
L which, when multiplied by f, gives an approximation of the total surface Laplacian
of T(X). This matrix L reads

with
¿ink(*) = 1 if zi is a neighbour of хк,
= 0 if zj is not a neighbour;
Su = 1 if к = I,
= 0 if к i Ι;
ппЬь is the number of neighbours of z*.
In the actual implementation a slightly more complicated expression, incorporating
differing distances between central point xk and its neighbours is used:
dk \nnbk

dit

\dkJ

) '

where dlk is the distance between xk and neighbour Z(, ( j-J is the mean reciprocal
distance from point xk to its neighbours.
Although in regulaiization procedures a crude estimate of the regularizing oper
ator usually suffices, eq. 9, which requires little additional computational effort, was
selected since it was shown [6] to have slightly superior properties over eq. 8.
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2.6

Final statement of the inverse problem

The equivalent minimization problem associated with the discretized eq. 4, using a
smooth activation function Sw{t — τ(ζ)) and adding a regularization term now reads
as follows:
Find minimum for τ of
E(T)=\\A-S?-V\\2

+ X\\LT\\2,

(10)

in which A is a parameter controlling the amount of regularization. The problem
is solved using a quasi-Newton optimization algorithm [7], which iteratively finds
better solutions f that minimize E{f).

2.7

Initial estimate

In the iterative procedure used, an initial estimate of f is needed. A very efficient
initial vector τ was derived in the following way: consider a time-integrated version
of eq. 1,
τ
τ
f [ A(y,x)H(t-T(x))f\t)dxdt=
[ V(y,t)f\t)dt.
(11)
Jo Jx
Jo
With the choice f (J.) = t and integration by parts, this results in
f A(ytx)r{x)dxdt = ~ [ V(y,t)dt = v(y).
(12)
Jx
Jo
This expression, in fact, was the basis of earlier approaches to the inverse problem
[3,4]. The discretized version of this (linear) expression is
AT = V.

(13)

The initial estimate f is found by using a truncated pseudoinverse A* based on the
SVD:
l

l

f=v-r; -u v,

(14)

with V the SVD F-matrix. This τ is the least-squares minimum norm solution to
eq. 13 with г an effective rank of A [8].
The kernel of the operator A consists of constant functions on the ventricular
surface Л'. This relates to the fact that a closed double layer does not generate any
external potentials. As a consequence, solutions τ to eq. 13 can only be determined
up to a constant shift TQ. In order to obtain solutions in the range of 0-100 ms that
shift го is chosen that minimizes the residual error between measured potentials and
potentials simulated using T(J;) + TO in eq. 1. In contrast to the method chosen earlier
[3,4], such a procedure can be programmed very efficiendy since potentials only have
to be simulated once, for one choice of ть. Choosing another value for ть is then
equivalent to shifting the simulated potentials in time.
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Quality measure

When using an iterative procedure, a quality criterion for the solution has to be
chosen. In the case of a model-to-model study, in which potentials simulated for
some set of reference times are used to obtain an inverse solution, a clear choice is
the error between reference and inversely calculated activation times [1].
For the application described here no such reference times are available. Instead
the total RELative RESidual error, which relates to the first part of the right hand side
of eq. 10, can be observed as a quality measure. RELRES is defined as:
RELRES2= A

"

F/"2·

(15)

Note that RELRES is the square root of the right-hand side. Of course RELRES
merely describes the ability of the model to simulate the measured potential data.
An objective quality criterion for solutions found could only be obtained by using
invasive measurements. For the healthy subjects used in this study, this is obviously
out of the question.
In addition a measure for the stability, or "wildness" of the solution, related to
the second part of the right-hand side of eq. 10, can be used as a quality criterion,
e.g., by defining REG as:
REG2 = ^ | | I f | | 2
(16)
in which TV is the total number of points chosen on the heart surface.

3
3.1

Material
Potential measurements

For three healthy subjects, coded GU, WW and AH, full body surface potential data
were recorded at the Department of Cardiology of the Academic Hospital in Nijmegen
[9]. The location of each of the 64 electrodes was well-documented. The standard
ECG leads are a subset of the electrode system used. The sampling rate was 500
Hz.
An interval of 100 ms, e.g., 50 samples, representing QRS was selected and a
proper baselme correction was carried out. The number of samples was expanded
to 100 using spline interpolation in order to get units of 1 ms. All potentials were
recorded with respect to Wilson Central Terminal reference.

3.2

Geometry measurements

Of each subject mentioned above, a full set of MRI cross-sectional scans through the
thorax was made at an experimental setup of Philips Medical Division in Eindhoven,
The Netherlands. In total, 28 slices, distanced 1.5 cm apart, were available. The
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flg.(l) Subset of standard leads of measurements of the QRS complex for subjects
GU, WW and AH. Horizontal scaling is 100 ms, vertical scaling is ImV. GU appears
dotted, WW dashed, AH drawn.

recordings were triggered by the R-peak in the electrocardiogram, resulting in images
of the heart in diastole.
All geometries relevant to the volume conductor model used (lungs, torso, ventricular cavities, and ventricular surface) could be detected accurately. By choosing
cross-sections at anatomical reference points also used in the placement of the BSPM
electrodes, a common coordinate system was established.

3.3

Triangulation

After identifying by hand and digitizing the cross-sectional contours of each of the
involved geometries (ventricles ,cavities, lungs, torso) triangulations of the surfaces
were made using a specially written set of computer programs [10]. The number of
points selected on the ventricular- and torso-surface for each subject was:
Ventricles
Torso

GU
257
198

WW
256
198

AH
252
162
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Forward calculations

Forward calculations were done using the boundary element method including inhomogeneities of the lungs and ventricular cavities. The choice of conductivity ratios
was as follows:
lung-torso interface
cavity-torso interface
ventricle-torso interface

KLT = 1/5
кст = 3/1
κντ =1/1.

The strength of the equivalent dipole layer on the heart surface was set at 40 mV, a
value resulting from previous work [11]. The matrix of resulting transfer-coefficients
was reduced to the rows corresponding to the 64 electrode positions and was ex
pressed with respect to the WCT reference.

3.5

Inverse calculations

First an initial estimate for f was established using the Truncated Singular Value
Decomposition of the transfermatrix A with a typical truncation rank in the range of
14-18.
Next subsequent iterative solutions were obtained by using the NAG software
library E04KBF routine [12], supplied with expressions for the function Ε(,τ) and its
derivatives with respect to the parameters тк computed at the previous iteration. The
window w of the activation function Sw(t — т{х)) was set at 10 ms. TTie subroutine
also provides a possibility for setting lower bounds Tfc_ and upper bounds T¿ on each
of the parameters rfc. These were set at 0 and 100ms, respectively.
The procedure was as follows: first a solution was sought with the regularization
parameter Л set at 0. The iteration was stopped when the value of RELRES stabilized.
Such a solution will have a minimum value for RELRES but it will be instable, as
stated, with little physiological relevance.
Next, for one subject, Л was increased up to a level at which the solution f no
longer showed any physiologically unacceptable breakthrough sites, together with an
acceptably low value of RELRES in comparison to its value at A = 0. This solution
then was chosen as the final solution. The corresponding value of REG was fixed as
a gauge. For the other two subjects, λ was increased up to the level at which the
solution gave about the same value of REG.

4

Results

Fig. 1 shows, superimposed, the subset of standard leads out of the full BSPM's as
measured in the three subjects in study, indicating the large interindividual variability
of ECG's in normals. GU appears dotted, WW dashed and AH drawn. The horizontal
scaling is 100 ms, vertical scaling 1 mV.
The initial estimate of the activation function τ(χ) obtained for the subject GU
is shown in fig.2 as isochrones of activation plotted on the triangulated ventricular
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flg.(2) Initial estimate of the activation function τ ( ι ) for subject GU. Isochrones are
shown in ms, stepsize is 5 ms. All views are anterior with the heart in is natural
position Shown are (from left to right and from lop to bottom): epicardiurn ndocardial aspect of the right ventricular cavity, septal aspect of the right ventricular cavity,
septal aspect of the left ventncular cavity, endocardial aspect of the left ventncular
cavity and postenor epicardiurn.
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fig.(3) Forward simulation of (he standard lead QRS complex for case GU using (he
initial estimate of r(z) shown in fig.(2). Corresponding measured data appears dashed.
Scaling the same as in fig.(l).

3-D surface. The truncation rank of the transfer-matrix used was 17. Isochrones are
shown in steps of 5 ms. Linear interpolation between nodal points was used. All
views are from one and the same anterior observation point, with the heart in its
natural position. Shown are (from left to right and from top to bottom, traversing the
heart): anterior epicardium, endocardial aspect of the right ventricular cavity, septal
aspect of the right ventricular cavity, septal aspect of the left ventricular cavity,
endocardial aspect of the left ventricular cavity, and posterior epicardium. The value
of REG for this solution, in arbitrary units, is 76.
The computed potentials resulting from this initial set of activation times is shown
in fìg. 3 in the same format as used in fìg. 1. The corresponding measured data appear
dashed. The value of RELRES for this simulation is 0.86.
Fig. 4 shows the solution for τ(χ) obtained after the optimization procedure has
been carried out, with the regularization parameter λ set at 0, in the same format
used in fig. 2. The corresponding forward simulation is shown in fig. 5. The value
for RELRES is 0.11, which is the minimum value obtainable. The value for REG is
449, indicating an highly instable solution.
The final solution for τ ( ι ) of subject GU, obtained after following the procedure
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flg.(4) Unregulanzed solution of τ(χ) for subject GU Format is the same as in fig (2).
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fig.(5) Forward simulation of the standard lead QRS complex for case GU using the
unregularized solution r(z) shown in fig.(4). Corresponding measured data appears
dashed. Scaling the same as in fig.(l).

described in the previous section, is shown in fig. 6. Fig. 7 depicts the corresponding
simulated ECG's. The values for RELRES and REG are 0.17 and 85, respectively.
The final solution т(ж) for case WW is shown in fig. 8, simulations using this
τ(χ) are shown in fig. 9. RELRES is 0.18 for this simulation, the value of REG is 83.
The unregularized solution, with Л = 0, gave a value for RELRES of 0.12 .
Results for AH are show in figs. 10 and 11 with values for RELRES and REG
0.21 and 80.3, respectively. The minimum value for RELRES, in the case of an
unregularized solution, was 0.13 . All results are summarized in table 1.

5

Discussion

The three subjects chosen in this study show large interindividual differences in the
recorded ECG's (see fig. 1). They also possess definite differences in the geometries
deduced from the MRI cross-sections. The fact that the model used is capable of
determining the activation sequences presented in figs. 6,8 and 10, which are similar
in many aspects, is very encouraging. Furthermore, when compared to the scarcely
available invasive data, there are many points of agreement.
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fig.(6) Final, regularized, solution of activation function τ(χ) for subject GU. Format
is as in fig.(2).
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flg.(7) Forward simulation of the standard lead QRS complex for case GU using
the solution of T ( I ) shown in fig.(6). Corresponding measured data appears dashed.
Scaling as in fig.(l).

The data of DURRER et al. [13] show initial activation in the left ventricular cavity,
secondary activation in the right ventricular cavity , early epicardial breakthrough in
the anterior part of the right ventricle, and secondary breakthrough on the anterior
part of the left ventncle. The latest activation takes place in the posterobasal area of
the right ventricle. We feel this activation sequence is satisfactorily reflected in the
inverse solutions presented here, certainly as far as the general pattern is concerned.
The substantial amount of regularization used, which proved to be necessary to avoid
instabilities, causes some loss of detail, as far as initial activation is concerned, which
takes place in the intraventricular cavities.
The most completely documented set of activation times of the DÜRRER paper
(Human Heart 6) is presented in fig. 12 in the same format as the hearts studied
here. Since the exact orientation and position of that heart was unknown it was
translated and rotated until an acceptable orientation resulted. This orientation is the
same as used in the simulation studies of ROOZEN and CUPPEN [3,4,1]. The absolute
timing of the activation cannot be compared to the results of this study because
measurements of DÜRRER were performed in vitro, on a revived, reperfused heart.
Activation times presented in fig. 12 are therefore scaled to maximum and minimum
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flg.(8) Final, regularized, solution of activation function T(I) for subject WW. Format
is as in fig.(2).
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fig.(9) Forward simulation of the standard lead QRS complex for case WW using
the solution of r(z) shown in fig.(8). Corresponding measured data appears dashed.
Scaling as in fig.(l).

values in the range obtained by the inverse procedure.
Other data in literature of WYNDHAM et al. [14], which do not include endocardial
activation times, show the same agreement generally as far as epicardial activation
times are concerned. All inversely computed activation sequences show earliest
epicardial breakthrough at the anterior right ventricle, secondary breakthroughs can
be observed at the anterior left ventricle and the inferior left ventricle. The fact that
breakthroughs occur almost simultaneously, in all three cases handled, is not totally
contradicted by the Wyndham data. All latest activation occurs at the basal region
of the heart .
The free wall of the right ventricle is known to be thin when compared to the
free wall of the left ventricle. This clearly showed up in the MRI cross-sections. As
a result, its activation takes place almost simultaneously, which implies, using our
model, almost total cancellation of potentials caused by this activation as measured
outside. The function r(x) for cases GU and AH both show this effect satisfactorily,
be it that, especially in case GU (fig. 6), activation seems to start at the epicardium,
moving in to the endocardium. We believe that this is a reflection of the limited
precision of the method used and should be interpreted as simultaneous activation of
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fìg.(10) Final, regularized, solution of activation function τ(χ) for subject AH. Formal
is as in fig.(2).
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fig.(ll) Forward simulation of the standard lead QRS complex for case AH using
the solution of r(z) shown in fig.(10). Corresponding measured data appears dashed.
Scaling as in fig.(l).

the right ventricular wall, starting at about 40-45 ms. It should be stressed that no
direct constraint handling the coupling between endo- and epicardial activation has
been applied in the inverse procedure.
As demonstrated, a substantial progress has been made in this project. After the
model studies of CUPPEN and ROOZEN [4,1] the application of the acquired method to
measured geometries and ECG's has resulted in physiologically acceptable solutions
of the activation sequence together with high-quality ECG simulations. Conceptual
simplification and the focussing on computational speed in the implementation of the
equivalent minimization problem proposed by ROOZEN [1] have led to simulations
having residual errors much smaller than before. Furthermore, the speeding up of
the procedure as a whole, i.e., forward and inverse computations, have substantially
improved the program-user interaction. The inverse procedure, including the calculation of the Laplacian approximation, the determination of the initial estimate of
T(X), and the final optimization, takes about 3 min of CPU-time on the NAS-9060
VM/CMS computer of our university computer center, which is about 10 minutes of
real time on average.
In order to "tame" instable solutions which produce such realistic ECG's in a
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fig.(12) Activation function r(i) derived from data of DURRER et al. The format
of the presentation is the same as in fig.(2). The exact data have been shifted to an
interval comparable with results as shown in flgs.(6),(8) and (10).
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table(l) Summary of the Main Features of the Results Discussed
isochrone

GU

WW

AH

Initial estimate
Unregularized
Final solution
Initial estimate
Unregularized
Final solution
Initial estimate
Unregularized
Final solution

RELRES

REG

0.86
0.11
0.17
0.75
0.12
0.18
0.69
0.13
0.21

76
449
85
64
438
82
83
629
80

ECU

Map
fig. 2
fig. 4
fig. 6
fig. 8
-

Simulation
fig. 3
fig. 5
fig. 7
fig. 9
-

fig. 10

fig. и

forward simulation, we used an approximation of the surface Laplacian as a regularization operator. In contrast to the surface Hessian used by CUPPEN and the
the approximation of the gradient used by ROOZEN, this operator has some physi
ological relevance since it suppresses spurious sinks and sources and leaves slowly
moving plane-wave-like patterns, similar to those which have been observed in inva
sive studies, unaffected. The inclusion of such general knowledge in a regularization
procedure has clearly paid off.
In the actual implementation in the procedure, the Laplacian operator has been
normalized by the total surface area of the heart. Therefore the value of REG, defined
in eq. 16, can be used as a measure to compare different solutions for different cases
handled.
What still remains is the question of obtaining an objective measure for the quality
of the inversely calculated activation sequences, i.e., confrontation of the results with
invasive measurements of the same subject. We are presently involved in such a
project. However, the high quality of the inversely computed isochrone maps as
well as of the potentials simulated demonstrates the validity of the model used. It is
indeed possible to obtain activation times noninvasively.
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Chapter IV
Tailored Versus Realistic Geometry in the
Inverse Problem of Electrocardiography *

Abstract
The stability and applicability of a previously developed inverse procedure for
(he noninvasive determination of the activation sequence of the human heart has
been evaluated. In particular, the possibility of using a standard geometrical
configuration representing the heart and the inhomogeneous volume conductor
in this procedure has been tested. Results show that in order to obtain reliable
inverse solutions, true "tailored" geometry should be used.

1

Introduction

One of the basic problems in theoretical electrocardiography is the so-called inverse
problem. A solution to the inverse problem will result in the possibility of estimating
cardiac electrical activity from potentials measured at the body surface. Mathematical
analysis shows that the problem is ill-posed. This means that small measurement and
modelling errors may lead to large variations in the solution [1,2].
Bearing this in mind, it is obvious that these errors should be kept to a minimum. Practically this means low noise potential measurements, careful geometrical
measurement, well described electrode positioning and the taking into account of
all regions of differing electrical conductivity that substantially influence the volume
conductor properties.
On the other hand, so-called regularization techniques exist which reduce the
influence of such unavoidable errors. Basically such techniques lay some a priori
bound on the solution in order to obtain stability. Extensive simulation studies using
this model have shown that in this way, by assuming realistic errors, stable solutions
can be found [2,3]. Moreover, the solutions found for subjects of which the geometrical connguration, the position of (many) electrodes and the ECG measurements
were known accurately, all show convincing physiological relevance [4,5].
'IEEE Trans. Biomed. Eng., vol. 36, Aug. 1989
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What does this mean in a practical, i.e., clinical, application? Low noise potential
measurements can be reached, but today's practice in ECG recording does not include
an additional measurement of the geometry of the subject. There is, however, the
geometry related positioning of the precordial standard leads. Here the position of
electrodes is routinely determined by anatomical landmarks on the torso surface, such
as the intercostal spaces. Multi electrode Body Surface Potential Map setups , which
have already been introduced into the clinic, also share this relation to the geometry
of the subject [6]. This suggests the application of an inverse procedure to some
general, realistic geometrical configuration on which standard lead-, or BSPM lead-,
positions are defined, using potentials measured at the corresponding positions at the
torso. How would such a procedure, which is well within reach at present, perform?
In this study, for 3 normal subjects, both a 64-channel simultaneous recording
of the ECG and a complete geometrical description of the torso, lungs, heart and
ventricular cavities, available through Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), were at
our disposal. A previous study has led to a well-defined protocol for reaching an
inverse solution, given the measured potentials and a geometrical configuration [5].
We took these three geometrical configurations as a standard geometry and the
solutions found for the corresponding ECG measurements as reference, i.e., the "true"
solutions. Subsequently non-matching ECG data were used. In this way an error
measure for the solutions found for noncorresponding ECG measurements could be
established. These errors then could be compared to errors arising in the "true"
solution when synthetic modelling and measurement errors were introduced.
We will start by summarizing (sections 2.1 to 2.3) the main elements of the spe
cific variant of the inverse problem as used in our studies [2,3,5]. For a more general
discussion on the different formulations of the inverse problem and the respective
suggested solution methods which have been described in the literature we refer to
a recent survey by GULRAJANI et al. [7].

2
2.1

Modelling and methods
The model

In this paper, we focus on the activation of the ventricles, in other words: the genesis
of the QRS complex in the electrocardiogram. The basic model is a specific variant
of the uniform current dipole layer model for the depolarization of the ventricles, in
which the (equivalent) elementary double layer sources are situated at the ventricular
surface, i.e., the closed surface bounding both the epi- and the endocardium [8].
The generation of the QRS complex, by using this model, is described by the
following equation:
/ A{y, x)H(t - r(x))dx = V(y, t).

(1)

А(у,х), which contains the geometry of the problem and all volume conduction
effects, is determined by using the boundary element method; it describes the con-
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tribution to the potential in points y on the torso surface Y from elementary double
layer sources χ on the ventricular surface X.
T(X) is the activation time of points χ on the ventricular surface, that is the time
instant the activation wavefront reaches these points. τ(ζ) can take values from 0,
corresponding to QRS onset, to T, where Τ represents the time instant of completion
of the activation.
ƒƒ(/ — T(X)) is the Heaviside step function, accounting for the fact that, within the
model, an elementary source at x, once switched on at τ(χ), remains "on" until the
total ventricular surface X has been activated. V(y, t) represents potentials generated
at points y on the torso surface at time t, with 0 < t < T.

2.2

The inverse problem

The inverse problem consists of finding r(x) in eq. 1 from measured potentials V(y, t)
and A(y, x) as calculated from measured geometry. Formulated this way eq. 1 states
a so-called ill-posed problem: small measurement and modelling errors present in
V(y, t) and A(y, t) may cause wildly varying solutions τ(χ). In order to avoid this
problem regularization is applied. In this study a solution τ(χ) is sought for which
the total surface Laplacian is bounded by some value chosen α priori. With

where ( and η are local surface coordinates, this solution is found by solving the
following minimization problem:
Find minimum for τ(χ), 0 < τ(χ) <T of

ET = Jo J (J A{ytz)mt-T(x))dz-V(y,t))

dydt + xJx(A(T(x)))2dx. (2)

λ is a parameter controlling the balance between the residual difference, expressed
by the first part of the right hand side of the expression, and the bound on the
solution, as expressed by the second part. The minimization problem is solved using
a quasi-Newton optimization algorithm [9].

2.3

Quality and error measures

When supplied with a set of measured potentials V and operators Δ and A, derived
from a measured geometrical configuration, and a set value for Λ, the optimization
algorithm finds a solution r(x). In order to evaluate the quality of this solution, three
measures are defined.
The relative residual difference
Letting

ш)=

V(y, t) = J A(y, x)H(t - T(x))dX
Jx
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be the potentials simulated by the model, given a solution τ(χ), we define the
RELative RESidual difference by:
1/2
2

jT JY(V(y,t)-V(y,i)) dydi
RELRES =

(3)

£ J (VWfdydt
Defined this way, a value of RELRES = 0 indicates that the model used is able to
simulate perfectly the measured potentials, regardless of the physiological quality
of the underlying solution τ(χ). A value of RELRES = 1 means that the difference
between the potentials predicted by the model and the measured potentials is of about
the same size as that of the measured potentials.
Note that RELRES can only be defined when the geometry on which the potentials
are measured is the same as the one used in the model. In practice, when using
geometry related electrode positions, such as the precordial standard leads, RELRES
will be computed by taking the sum over the electrodes instead of the integral over
Y in eq. 3. RELRES is a (dimensionless) fraction.
Regularization measure
Setting A = 0, i.e., applying no regularization, will result in a solution τ(χ) which
will give, in simulation, a minimum value for RELRES. As already indicated, such a
solution will be highly unstable, and will show wildly varying values of т(х) within
relative small portions of the ventricular surface, bearing little physiological relevance
[2]. In order to quantify this "wildness" we define REG as:

REG = (Jx(A(T{x)))2dx}

.

(4)

Defined this way, a high value of REG will indicate an unstable, unphysiological
solution. The gauge for this value of the total surface Laplacian has to be estimated
α priori, e.g., by comparing solutions т(х) to literature data of invasive measurements
[10,11].
Values of REG for solutions т(х) on different ventricular geometries X can be
compared, because in expression 4 the total integral over the ventricular surface
is taken. In this way REG (dimension s.m - 1 ) reflects the "overall" speed of the
activation process (Huygens principle), which is assumed to be independent of heart
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Relative error

In order to compare quantitatively two different activation functions т(а;) and f(x),
an error measure is defined:
1/2

RELERR =

/ ( τ ( ΐ ! ) — f(a;))
JX

dx

L {T{x)fdx
A value of RELERR = 0 indicates that the two solutions are identical, a value of
RELERR = 1 means that difference between solution f(x) and the reference solution
T ( I ) is of same magnitude as τ ( ζ ) itself. Obviously, RELERR can be calculated
only when the activation functions T ( I ) and f(x) are defined on the same ventricular
surface X. RELERR is a (dimensionless) fraction.
Maximum absolute error
MAXERR is defined as the maximum absolute difference between two sets of activa
tion times in the same point of the ventricular surface:
MAXERR = max | τ ( ι ) -

f(x)|.

Like RELERR, MAXERR can only be defined when the activation functions are defined
on the same ventricular surface X. MAXERR is in milliseconds.

3
3.1

Material
Measurements

For three subjects, coded GU, WW and AH, a 64 channel complete ECG recording was
made, from which a window of 100 ms containing the QRS complex was selected.
In this way three 64 χ 100 measurement matrices resulted: VQU, VWW and VAHThe electrode system used has the precordial standard leads as a subset [12]. The
location of each of the electrodes with regard to the precordial lead positions was
well defined.
Of the same subjects MRI cross-sections of the torso were made. On these crosssections the contours of the torso surface, the lungs, the ventricular surface and the
intraventricular cavities could be identified. Based on these contours, triangulations
were made of these surfaces. The positions of the 64 electrodes used in the ECG
measurement could be defined accurately in the reference frame of the MRI images,
and consequently on the triangulated torso surfaces.
The triangulation of the ventricular surface was used to establish a discrete ap
proximation to the surface Laplacian operator Δ , in the form of a Ν χ N matrix
L, where І is the number of discretization points chosen on the ventricular surface
[13].
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Volume conductor calculations

The triangulations were used to solve the forward problem, following a method
closely related to that introduced by BARR et al. [3,14]. This resulted in three sets
GU
ww
АИ
of transfercoefficients A(y,x): A , A
and А , describing the effects of the
inhomogeneous volume conductor constituted by the torso surface, the lungs and the
intraventricular cavities. A(y, x) was reduced to the measured 64 electrode positions
in a 64 χ N transfer matrix A, with JV the number of elementary double layer
sources (= number of discretization points) chosen on the ventricular surface. (N
was typically of the order of 260).

3.3

"True" inverse solutions

The discretized version of the minimization problem defined in eq. 2, with matrices
A, V and L, was solved by using the NAG library subroutine E04KBF [15]. This
routine iteratively minimizes ET with respect to the parameters τ»., the activation time
of the N elementary sources к chosen on the ventricular surface.
GU
au
First, for subject GU, a solution was found, using A , VGu and L , with Л
set at 0. This solution has a minimum value for RELRES, together with a high value
of REG, i.e., an unstable, unphysiological solution. Next A was increased up to the
level at which a stable solution r(x), comparable to data in literature of invasive
measurements, was reached. This solution was chosen as the "true" inverse solution
for GU, Tgy (see also [5]). The corresponding value of REG was fixed as the gauge
REGO. Having established a gauge value REGO, a protocol for reaching an inverse
solution could be set up. Following this protocol, the inverse solution T ( I ) is defined
as the solution found with Λ set at a level at which the value for REG reaches REGO.
For subjects WW and AH, using Aww,
I W , Lww and AAH, VAH, LAH re
spectively, the "true" inverse solutions τ$$ and ТдЦ were found using the same
protocol applied to the respective individual data sets. Note that in this notation the
upper index refers to geometry data, whereas the lower index refers to ECG data.

3.4

Perturbation

In order to gain insight into the errors arising in the "true" inverse solution when
measurement and modelling errors are present in V and A, for an individual subject
(GU), three kinds of synthetic errors were introduced in Vau and AGU. The resulting
inverse solutions т(х) were compared to the "true" inverse solution, TQ¡J, by using
the error measures defined in section 2.3.
Noise Uniformly distributed random values were added to each of the elements of
the measurement matrix Vau, in such a way that the distorted matrix Vnol,c
differed about 30% on a RMS basis from VQU- Using this Уп01,е together
with AGU and LGU an inverse solution TG^te was found following the protocol
described in the section 3.3.
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Electrode misplacement Electrode positions, defined accurately on the triangulated
torso GU, were displaced in the following way: Each electrode was moved
2 cm in a random direction from its original place; from these new electrode
positions, which are different from those at which potentials were actually
measured, a new distorted matrix A"""1"" could be calculated. By using this
ATandoTn, together with Vau and LGU, a solution T¿0t;ndom was found following
the inverse protocol.
Homogeneous volume conductor The forward calculations, as described in section 3.2, were performed by using an inhomogeneous volume conductor with
different conductivities for the lungs (5-fold lower conductivity) and the intraventricular cavities (3-fold higher). The effect of disregarding these inhomogeneities on the inverse solution was investigated by performing the forward
calculations on the homogeneous torso GU, resulting in a matrix Л*"™. Again,
following the inverse protocol with this Ahom, LGU and measurements Vau, a
solution T¿^n was found.

3.5

Cross-solutions

By defining each of our volume conductor configurations as a realistic geometry,
we applied our inverse procedure "under realistic measurement conditions". With
AGU characterizing a realistic volume conductor and VVtv and VAH as real (but nonmatching) ECG measurements we arrived, still following the same inverse protocol,
at solutions τ$μ, and TG¡J respectively. The solutions were compared to the "tnie"
inverse solution т^Ц.
The same study was performed with Aww and Алн representing the realistic
volume conductor, giving solutions TQJ*, τ™™, T¿U and η ^ . Also the value of
RELEES for each of the solutions was confronted with RELRES for the corresponding
"true" solution.

4
4.1

Results
"True" inverse solutions

The "true" inverse solution found for GU, TQ¡J, is shown in fig. 1. Here lines
connecting points reached by the activation wavefiront simultaneously (isochrones)
are plotted on the various parts building up the ventricular surface. All views are
from the same anterior observation point, with the heart in its natural position. Shown
are (from left to right and from top to bottom, revealing successively hidden parts of
the ventricle): anterior epicardium, endocardial aspect of the right ventricular cavity,
septal aspect of the right ventricular cavity, septal aspect of the left ventricular cavity,
endocardial aspect of the left ventricular cavity and posterior epicardium.
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fig.(l) 'True" inverse solution found for GU, Тду. Lines connecting points reached
by the activation wavefront simultaneously (isochrones) are plotted in steps of 5 ms
on the various parts building up the ventricular surface. All views are from the same
anterior observation point, with the heart in its natural position, from left to right
and from top to bottom, revealing successively hidden parts of the ventricle: anterior
epicardium, endocardial aspect of therightventricular cavity, septal aspect of the right
ventricular cavity, septal aspect of the left ventricular cavity, endocardial aspect of the
left ventricular cavity and posterior epicardium.
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fig.(2) 12 standard leads of the measured potentials of subject GU after the addition
of 30% noise (Vnot,e). The original measurements are dashed. The vertical scaling is
1 mV, horizontal scaling is 100 ms. Note that limb leads rather than augmented limb
leads are shown.

4.2

Perturbations

Noise Fig. 2 shows the 12 standard leads of the measured potentials of GU after
the addition of 30% noise (V„mK, as described in section 3.4). The original
measurements are dashed.
Electrode misplacement Electrodes displaced 2 cm in a random direction are shown
in fig. 3. Based on these positions the transfer matrix Αταηάα™ was calculated.
The original positions, relating to AGU, are drawn bold. The outlines of the
ventricular surface are plotted as a reference.
Homogeneous volume conductor The inverse solution r¿^ n is shown in fig. 4 in
the same format as used in fig. 1.
The values of RELRES, RELERR and MAXERR for the solutions τ^^,τ^^0"1,
тсц" are summarized in table 1.

and
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fig.(3) Torso surface of subject GU with electrodes displaced 2 cm in a random direc
tion (anterior view). The original electrode positions are drawn bold. The outlines of
(he ventricular surface and the lungs are plotted as a reference.

4.3 Cross-solutions
The solution т^у, i.e., the solution found when applying the inverse protocol to the
geometry configuration of GU, AGU, supplied with the ECG measurements of WW,
Vww, is shown in fig. 5. The format is the same as in figs. 1 and 4.
The solution TQ^ found when taking the geometry configuration of WW,
Aww
and the ECG measurements of GU, VGU, is shown in fig. 6. Note that now an anterior
view of the ventricular surface, in its natural position, of subject WW is shown.
The value of RELRES for all of the available cross-solutions are given in ta
ble 2. Table 3 gives the error measures RELERR and MAXERR with respect to the
corresponding "true" solutions.

5

Discussion

Regularized solutions are found to be fairly stable to synthetic measurement errors
(electrode positions and noise) when using true tailored geometry and an inhomogeneous torso model (table 1). The procedure as such is inherently insensitive to
measurement noise, because in forward computations the model is not allowed to
generate noisy signals by using a gradual switching-on of the elementary sources, in
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fig.(4) The inverse solution т^у1. The format of presentation is the same as in fig. 1.

keeping with their finite extent [2]. This becomes apparent (table 1) in the high value
of RELRES for the solution τ£Χκ, indicating the inability of the model to simulate
noisy ECG data, together with a low value of RELERR, i.e., a solution close to the
"true" solution TQU. (The relative residual error between the potentials simulated
using т^„ and the undistorted measured potentials VGU remains about 0.16% !).
The substantial amount of regularization applied also stabilizes solutions obtained
with displaced electrodes, without loosing too much detail in the activation pattern.
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tabled) Error measures for perturbation solutions.
_Gl/
GU

T

RELRES
RELERR
MAXERR

0.163

^-Gt/
noi,e

T

0.330
0.048
12.2 ms

-.random
GU

T

0.205
0.080
14.8 ms

-.ham
GU

T

0.196
0.175
26.1 ms

This suggests that when applying the described inverse procedure to subjects for
which the geometry has been measured accurately, i.e., known shape and size of the
torso and shape, size, position and orientation of the heart with respect to the lead
system, stable inverse solutions τ(χ) will be found. The physiological acceptability
of such solutions has been discussed elsewhere [5]. Even when making errors in
placing the electrodes, the errors in T ( I ) remain limited ( « 10%). (In an experiment
which we also carried out the electrodes were displaced over the same distance in a
systematic rather than a random direction, which is probably what would happen in
a realistic clinical situation, RELERR and MAXERR were found to be 0.13 and 21.1
ms respectively).
On the other hand, disregarding the inhomogeneous nature of the volume con
ductor (torso, lungs and intraventricular cavities) leads to errors substantially larger
than those encountered when making measurement errors (table 1). As has been
shown in a previous forward study, omitting the bloodmass of the ventricular cavi
ties will have a substantial effect on the volume conductor properties[16]. Here, in
this inverse study, fig. 4 shows a significant departure of the solution τ( χ ) from the
"true" activation sequence, especially at the posterior part of the epicardium. These
findings are qualitatively in accordance with previously reported theoretical studies
[17].
With the availability of 3 sets of true, tailored, geometry descriptions, we certainly
have 3 volume conductor configurations at our disposal, each which in literature have
often been referred to as realistic [18]. In contrast to the procedure we used, as
described in section 3.3 , a study "under realistic measurement conditions" involves
the application of some inverse procedure on real ECG measurements and a realistic
torso volume conductor which are non-matching. Realism in this context refers to
real torso shape rather than an analytical description such as eccentric spheres or
ellipsoids.
The values of RELRES show that the model, in most cases, is still able to simulate
the potentials it is supplied with relatively well, when compared to values for the
"true" solutions and the solutions for measurement and modelling errors (tables 1 and
2). Exceptions are τ ^ β , as discussed earlier, and the cross-solutions T¿¿V and, to
a lesser extend, т^%. In the latter cases, the torso shape and size and the heart size,
position and orientation showed the greatest differences in this study. This confirms
that low values of RELRES as such are not sufficient for a high quality of the inverse
solutions; high values of RELRES of course challenges the validity of the model used.
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fig.(S) The inverse solution τ ^ , . The format of presentation is the same as in fig. 1.

However, using a realistic, yet inaccurate, geometrical description of a subject in
an inverse procedure, proves to be insufficient. Even when the torso shape and size of
a subject is about the same as that of the applied realistic torso model, as was the case
with subjects GU and WW in this study, an unknown heart position and orientation
with respect to the lead positions will result in activation sequences differing, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, dramatically from those obtained when using true,
tailored geometry. This was found to be the case for all of the "cross-solutions"
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flg.(6) The inverse solution T¿ír . The format of presentation is the same as m fig. 1.
(Note that here the ventricular surface of subject WW is shown).

obtained for the 3 normal, healthy subjects in this study, MAXERR, in the case of
the cross-solutions, reaches values of up to 58 ms. This means that portions of the
ventricular surface which are reached early by the activation wavefront in the "true"
solution become areas of late activation when non-matching ECG's are supplied (or
vice versa)
If we accept 10 ms as the maximum permissible value of MAXERR table 1 indi-
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tabled) RELRES values for cross-solutions.

geometry

ECG',

ECG',

GU

WW

ECG',

AH

GU

0.163 0.193

WW

0.214 0.195 0.337

AH

0.222 0.251 0.216

geometry
geometry

0.237

table(3) RELERR and MAXERR values for cross-solutions.
ECG's
GU
geometry

GU
geometry

WW
geometry
AH

RELERR

RELERR

MAXERR

MAXERR

RELERR
MAXERR

RELERR
MAXERR

0.330
58.0

ms

0.313
38.8

ECG's
AH

ECG's
WW

ms

0.219
35.3

ms

RELERR

RELERR
MAXERR

RELERR
MAXERR

RELERR
MAXERR

MAXERR

0.276
34.5

ms

0.177
26.3

ms

0.273
45.9

ms

RELERR
MAXERR

cates that the corresponding level of the RELERR value is of the order of 0.05. With
this desired level of accuracy in mind the necessity of incorporating real geometry
has to be stressed. This explains the differences between the conclusions reached in
this paper and that of a similar study by BARR and SPACH on inversely computed
epicardial potentials in dogs[19]. In their study the level of the relative error over the
QRS interval was found to be of the order of 0.7 in the case of matching geometry,
whereas non matching geometry resulted in an increase of this value up to the 0.8
level. Hence their study on the desireability of using matched geometry was blurred
by the much higher overall level of the errors.

6

Conclusions

A fixed, realistic, inhomogeneous volume conductor model used in solving the inverse problem of electrocardiography will give unreliable solutions. A torso model
in which torso size, heart orientation and position with regard to the lead positions
can be matched to trae geometry is the least form of complexity which will have
to be incorporated in accurate inverse electrocardiography. These conclusions have
been derived by using the uniform double layer as a description of the cardiac electrical generator. This source model has a large amount of inherent stability, as also
demonstrated in this paper. In spite of this, the above emphasis on the true geometry
in the inverse procedure was found to be necessary. This can only mean that possible
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other source models of a more complex nature will require at least as much emphasis
on tailored geometry in inverse procedures.
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Chapter V
The Depolarization Sequence of the Human
Heart Surface Computed from Measured Body
Surface Potentials: Confrontation with Invasive
Measurements

1

Introduction

In recent years a method has been developed for solving a specific variant of the
inverse problem in electrocardiography [1,2]. This method, which is based on the
uniform current dipole layer model for the electrical activation of the ventricles, has
been tested extensively in model studies in which its validity and stability have been
shown [3,4].
More recently, the application of the method to measured ECG data together
with accurate geometrical measurements of the same subject, based on MRJ crosssections, has resulted in realistic calculated activation sequences of the ventricular
surface [5].
The physiological acceptability of these results has up till now only been tested
on the basis of visual comparison between calculated isochrone maps and similar
such maps based on invasive measurements, known from the literature [6,7]. Confrontation of the calculated activation sequences with invasive measurements of the
same, healthy, subjects was impossible, for obvious reasons.
An alternative level of comparison is confronting the observed and the simulated
ECG's. In this setup, a model of a heart of which the ventricular shape and activation sequence is known through invasive measurements [6] is placed in a realistic
volume conductor and ECG's are simulated using the model (i.e., a solution to the
forward problem in electrocardiography is given). Although this has been done quite
extensively in the past [8], in this study this approach is repeated, for the sake of
completeness, with the "state of the art" model and based on the available measured
realistic geometry and the corresponding ECG recordings of one healthy subject.
As a further step the acquired inverse procedure is used to obtain an adaptation
of the measured activation sequence which produces ECG's as closely as possible
80
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resembling the measured data, while at the same time differing only a prescribed
small amount from the original activation sequence. Using this procedure, allowance
is made for possible measurement- and extrapolation errors present in the discretized
model of the heart that has been measured invasively.
Finally, the model is tested in a situation in which ECG measurements, geomet
rical measurements (less accurate than those obtained from the MRI cross-sections)
and invasive measurements of the activation sequence are available in one subject.
These data are obtained from a patient undergoing a heart transplant operation. In
the period preceding the operation ECG measurements and measurements of the tho
rax geometry and heart position of the patient have been taken. Immediately after
the operation recordings of the ventricular activation of the removed, revived and
reperfused heart, (which obviously wasn't healthy), have been made.
Using this measured activation sequence a straightforward simulation and a sim
ulation using an adapted sequence are performed. As a last step, the activation
sequence is determined purely on the basis of the observed ECG's and measured
geometry, using the inverse procedure. The results are then confronted with the
invasively measured sequence.

2
2.1

Modelling
The model and solution methods

The model used is described by the following equation [2]:
/ A(yt x)tf« - T(x))dx = V(y, t).

(1)

A(y,x) is determined by the geometry of the problem and contains all volume con
duction effects that are assumed to be significant, such as the lower conductivity
of the lungs and the higher conductivity of the intraventricular cavities. A(y, x)
describes the contribution to the potential V in points y on the torso surface from
elementary double layer sources χ on the ventricular surface Χ. τ(χ) is the activa
tion time of points χ on the ventricular surface, that is the time instant the activation
wavefront reaches these points. H{t — r(x)) is the Heaviside step function, handling
the switching on, at time r(i), of an elementary double layer source at x.
Using this model a forward simulation renders potentials V(j/, i) on the torso
surface when measured activation times T ( I ) and the operator A(y,x) calculated
from a measured geometrical configuration are given. A(y, x) is computed using the
boundary element method [9].
In solving the inverse problem the function T ( I ) is sought with measured poten
tials V(y,t) and A(y,x) as calculated from a (measured) corresponding geometry
given. The solution is found by considering an equivalent minimization problem
implied by eq. 1. An iterative quasi-Newton optimization algorithm is used [10,11].
The ill-posedness of the inverse problem is handled by using the surface Laplacian
as a regularization operator on the solution T ( I ) on the ventricular surface [5].
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Besides this method, in this study an extension of this method is used in which
a solution T ( I ) is found with the additional constraint that its difference from some
α priori described solution то(а;) remains bounded. The corresponding minimization
problem is then stated as:
Find minimum for τ of
WA-S^-Vr

(2)

+ X ||іт||2 + И|г-то|| 2 .

Here the function Η of eq. 1 is replaced by S™, (the discretization of) a smooth
sigmoid function of effective width w (in ms), resulting in a gradual switching on
of elementary sources of finite extent. A and V are matrices resulting from the
discretization of the corresponding functions in eq. 1, L is a matrix approximating
the surface Laplacian operator and τ is the vector corresponding to the function т(ж)
in eq. 1. Л and μ are parameters controlling the amount of regularization and the
strength of the additional constraint respectively.
2.2

Error measures

As a measure for the quantitative comparison of measured potentials V and simulated
potentials V the RELative RESidual difference is defined:

jo

JY(V(y,t)-V(y,t))2dydt

RELRES =

í

Jo

1/2

(3)

í(V(y,t))2dydt

JY

Here the integral is over the torso surface Y (in practice a direct sum over all
electrodes) and over the QRS interval [О, Γ].
As a quantitative measure for comparison of two activations sequences τ and тъ
defined on the same ventricular surface X a RELative ERRor is used:
1/2

/ ( T ( X ) - To(l)) 2 dx

RELERR =

Jx

(4)
ƒ (то(х))2аі

A second measure of comparison on two sets of activation sequences is the
MAXimum absolute ERRor
MAXERR = max |T(X) - τ0(χ)\.
xeX

(5)
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fig.(l) Measured 12 standard leads QRS-waveforms of the healthy subject. The vertical
scale is 1 mV, the horizontal scale is 100 ms. Note that limb leads rather than
augmented limb leads are shown.

3
3.1

Measurements
ECG measurements

healthy subject
Measurements of the QRS complexes of the healthy subject have been performed at
the Academic Hospital of Nijmegen [12]. The Body Surface Potential Mapping set
up used has a grid of 64 electrodes and a sampling rate of 500Hz. The electrode grid
contains a subset representing the standard 12 lead ECG. Fig. 1 shows the observed
QRS complexes of this 12 lead subset. The vertical scale is 1 mV, the horizontal
scale is 100 ms.
heart transplant patient
In the recordings for the heart transplant patient a different BSPM system, that of the
University of Amsterdam [13], has been used. Here the electrode grid used consists
of 61 electrodes. The sampling rate is also SOOHz. Again, the 12 standard leads
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fig.(2) 12 standard leads of the QRS-complex of the heart transplant patient as measured prior to the operation. The vertical and horizontal scale are as infig.1.
form a subset of the total grid. Results are shown in fig. 2, in the same format and
scaling as in fig. 1.

3.2

Geometry measurements

healthy subject
Geometry measurements for the healthy subject are based on MRI cross-sections
made at Philips Medical Systems in Best, The Netherlands. In total 28 slices distanced 1.5 cm are available, in which the torso surface, the lungs, the ventricular
surface and the intraventricular cavities can be identified. The placement of the 64
electrodes can be described accurately in the same coordinate system. Based on these
cross sections triangulations of all surfaces involved are made using a specially developed software package [14]. The outlines of the geometrical configuration obtained
from the MRI cross-sections are shown in fig. 3a (a frontal view). The positions of
the six precordial leads are also indicated.
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fig.(3) (a, left): Frontal view of the outlines of the torso-, lung- and ventricular
surface of the healthy subject as obtained from the MRI cross-sections. The bold
circles indicate the position of the precordial standard leads Fi • • · V«. (b, right):
Outlines of the ННб-healthy subject configuration. Torso and lungs are as in (a). The
ventricular contour is that of the optimally rotated and translated HH6 triangulation.

heart transplant patient
Geometry measurements of the heart transplant patient, taken prior to the operation,
are based on an X-ray thorax picture, straightforward measurements of posture and Bmode echo scans for determining heart position and orientation. Electrode positions
are estimated by using metal markers for the electrode strips used. These markers can
be identified on the X-ray thorax picture. Triangulations of the surfaces considered are
obtained by moulding triangulations available from previous research to fit the posture
measurements and X-ray information. Fig. 4 shows the geometrical configuration of
the heart transplant operation patient (the same view and scaling as used in fig. 3).

3.3

Measurements of the activation sequence

the HH6 heart
A triangulation and a corresponding definition of the activation sequence of one of the
hearts reported of in the DÜRRER, paper (HH6) are at our disposal [6]. In fig. 5 this
activation sequence is shown as isochrones of activation plotted on the triangulated
ventricular 3D-surface. Isochrones are shown in steps of 5 ms. Linear interpolation
between nodal points is used. All views are from one and the same anterior observation point, with the heart in the rotated position most closely resembling the heart
of the healthy subject as observed from the MRI pictures. Shown are (from left to
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flg.(4) Frontal view of the outlines of the torso-, lung- and ventricular surface of the
heart transplant patient. Scaling is the same as in flg. 3.

right and from top to bottom, traversing the heart): anterior epicardium, endocardial
aspect of the right ventricular cavity, septal aspect of the right ventricular cavity,
septal aspect of the left ventricular cavity, endocardial aspect of the left ventricular
cavity and posterior epicardium.
heart transplant patient
The measurements of the activation sequence of the heart removed in the transplant
operation have been taken at the Department of Experimental Cardiology of the
University of Amsterdam. The transplant operation itself has been performed at the
Academic Hospital of Utrecht. Directly following the operation the (rejected) heart
is attached to a Langendorff perfusion setup. Epicardial and endocardial activation
times are recorded by using the multi-electrode systems described previously [15].
The exact shape of the ventricles is reconstructed directly from a replica of the
removed heart, which is made immediately after completion of the measurements
of the activation sequence. The resulting isochrones of activation plotted on the
ventricular surface in its observed orientation are shown in fig. 6.
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flg.(5) Measured activation sequence of the HH6 ventricular surface, kochrones are
shown in ms, stepsize is S ms. AU views are anterior with the heart in its natural
position. Shown are (from left torightand from top to bottom): epicardium, endocardial aspect of the right ventricular cavity, septal aspect of the right ventricular cavity,
septal aspect of the left ventricular cavity, endocardial aspect of the left ventricular
cavity and posterior epicardium.
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flg.(6) Measured activation sequence of rejected heart of the transplant patient. Rirmat
of presentation and slepsize as in fig. 3.
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Simulation procedures
Straightforward simulations

healthy subject - HH6 configuration
In the triangulation of the ventricular surface of the healthy subject, obtained from
the MRI cross-sections, 7 vertices are marked identifying the apex, the bottom of
the left- and right ventricular cavity and the free wall and septum sides of the base.
The same marker points are identified on the triangulation of HH6, of which the
activation sequence is known. The original triangulation of the ventricular surface
in the torso model of the healthy subject is now replaced by the HH6 triangulation.
The position and orientation of the HH6 heart is matched as closely as possible to
that of the measured anatomy of the healthy subject using the marker points. The
optimal position and orientation is considered to be the one for which the summed
distances between corresponding markers on the respective surfaces is minimal. The
result of this procedure is depicted in fig. 3b, which is similar to fig. 3a, the original
ventricular surface having been replaced by the optimally rotated and translated HH6
triangulation.
The matrix A from eq. 2 is then calculated using the geometry configuration
thus obtained. Using this matrix QRS waveforms are simulated following eq. 1.
Results are confronted with the ECG's measured in the healthy subject, qualitatively
by inspecting the 12 lead signals obtained and quantitatively by using the RELRES
measure defined in eq. 3.
heart transplant patient
The triangulation of the rejected heart of the transplant patient is placed in the torso
and lung configuration of the same patient in such a way that consistency with the
X-ray thorax shadow and В-mode echo-scan data is obtained. ECG's are simulated
using the described procedure and confronted with the ones measured prior to the
operation, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

4.2

Simulation using adapted measured activation sequences

Measured activation sequences, both in the ННб-погтаІ subject configuration and
in the complete heart transplant configuration, are used as an initial estimate in the
inverse procedure. The parameter μ, as descibed in eq. 2, is tuned in such a way
that a solution f is found with mimimal value for RELRES, under the constraint that
RELERR between τ and ть (the initial, measured activation sequence) does not exceed
5%. Additional regularization with the Laplacian operator is used in order to assure
stability and smoothness of the solution. The simulations based on the solutions thus
obtained are evaluated qualitatively, and quantitatively using the RELRES measure.
Additionally, the departure of the adapted activation sequence from the original one
is evaluated.
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flg.(7) 12 standard lead QRS waveforms of the straightforward simulation using the
HH6-healthy subject configuration (drawn). Values measured on the healthy subject
appear dashed. Vertical and horizontal scales as in fig. 1.

4.3

Direct inverse calculations

For the geometrical confíguration and the ECG measurements of the transplantation
patient a solution τ is obtained following the inverse protocol described previously
[5]. No α priori information about the measured activation sequence as such is
used. A qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the inverse procedure, which is
now possible, is performed by comparing the measured activation sequence directly
with the calculated one.

5
5.1

Results
Straightforward simulation

healthy subject - HH6 configuration
Fig. 7 shows a 12 standard-leads presentation of the straightforward simulation (solid
lines) of ECG's (QRS-complex) using the HH6 geometry and its measured activation
sequence introduced in the volume conductor representing the healthy subject. The
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fig.(8) 12 standard lead QRS waveforms of the straightforward simulation using the
measured activation sequence and geometry configuration of the heart transplant patient
(drawn). ECG's measured prior to the operation appear dashed. Horizontal scale is
100 ms, vertical scale is 0.3 mV.

dashed lines are the actual measurements. The vertical scale is 1 mV, the horizontal
scale is 100 ms. The value of RELUES for this simulation is 1.11.
heart transplant patient
In fig. 8 the QRS-complexes are shown simulated by using the activation sequence
as measured on the rejected heart of the transplant operation patient in the volume
conductor configuration of that same patient. The format is as in fig. 7, but note that
now the vertical scale is 0.3 mV. ECG measurements performed on the same patient
prior to the operation appear dashed. RELEES is found to be 4.99 for this simulation.

5.2

Simulation using adapted measured activation sequences

healthy subject - HH6 configuration
The adaptation to the original measured activation sequence of HH6 obtained is
shown in fig. 9 as an isochrone plot of the difference between the adapted activation
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fig.(9) Adaptation to the measured activation sequence presented in fig. 5. Format
of presentation as in lig. 5. Stepsize used is 2 ms. Negative isochrones, indicating
adaptation to earlier activation, appear dashed. Drawn isochrones represent adaptation
to later activation.
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flg.(lO) 12 standard lead QRS waveforms of the simulation using the HH6-heaJlhy
subject configuration with (he adapted activation sequence (drawn). Values measured
on the healthy subject appear dashed. Scaling as in fig. 1.

times and the original ones. The stepsize used is 2 ms. Negative values, indicating
earlier activation for the adapted activation sequence, appear dashed, positive values
are drawn. The actual values for RELERR and MAXERR, using the original measured
activation sequence as a reference, were 0.058 and 11.3 ms respectively.
The simulation of QRS-complexes using the adapted activation sequence pre
sented in fig. 9 is shown in fig. 10. The corresponding value for RELRES is 0.37.
heart transplant patient
Fig. 11 shows the simulation obtained using the adapted activation sequence of the
heart transplant patient's rejected heart. The vertical scale in this case is again 0.3
mV. The value for RELRES is 3.57.

5.3

Direct inverse calculations

The results of the direct inverse calculations of the activation sequence performed
on the ECG and geometry data of the heart transplant patient, using no α priori
information about the activation as measured on the rejected heart, are shown in
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fig.(ll) 12 standard lead QRS waveforms of the simulation using the adapted measured
activation sequence and geometry configuiaiion of (he heart transplant patient (drawn).
Measured values appear dashed. Scaling as in fig. 8.

fig. 12. The same format as in fig. 6 is used, RELERR and MAXERR values, in
comparison with the measured activation sequence, are 0.40 and 59.0 ms respectively.
QRS simulations using the calculated activation sequence of fig. 12 are shown in
fig. 13. RELRES for this simulation is 0.17. The vertical scale is 1 mV.

6

Discussion

The inversely computed ventricular activation sequence for the healthy subject has
been evaluated previously by confrontation with the measured activation sequence
taken from the DÜRRER paper, shown in fig. 5 15]. It was concluded that the solution
had a great physiological acceptability reflecting many characteristics of activation
also present in the measured data. As mentioned before, a direct confrontation of the
measured and calculated activation sequences was impossible, because of the lack of
invasive measurements of the healthy subject.
Confrontation at the level of potentials, i.e., comparing ECG's measured in the
healthy subject to potentials simulated using the measured HH6 activation sequence
and geometry of the healthy subject, produces disappointing results at first sight
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flg.(12) Activation sequence for the heart
procedure. Fonnat of presentation and si
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patient as delennined by the inverse
as in fig. S.
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fig.(13) 12 standard lead QRS waveforms of the simulation using the calculated activation sequence of fig. 12. Horizontal and vertical scale as in fig. 1.

(fig. 7). Although the position and orientation of the "alien" heart match that of the
original heart, the shape and size of the latter differs somewhat from that of the heart
of the DÜRRER paper.

If, however, some allowance is made for possible errors present in the measured
activation sequence, e.g., due to the discretization and extrapolation of activationtimes at points not covered by the original measurements, far more realistic QRS
simulations result (fig. 10). With the allowance put at a relative error of 5%, a
maximum absolute difference between measured and adapted activation sequence of
11ms results. It is interesting to see (fig. 9) that this maximum error occurs at the
base of the ventricle, where data have been extrapolated in the discretization process.
Although the realism of the simulated QRS complexes obtained in this way is
beyond doubt, indeed in comparison with results obtained in the past [16,8], the value
for RELRES of 0.37 is still relatively high. In simulations using the realistic activation
sequence calculated from the complete measured geometry, including the ventricular
surface, of the healthy subject, values for RELRES of 0.17 have been obtained. As
pointed out earlier [17], we feel that these findings stress the need for incorporating
measured ventricular size, shape, orientation and position in solution methods to the
inverse problem of electrocardiography.
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When the same procedure is used in the case of the heart transplant patient, for
which a more or less complete geometrical description was present, truly erroneous
simulations result. In a straightforward simulation, using the measured activation
sequence of the rejected heart presented in fig. 6, QRS complexes are generated which
are not only unrealistic in shape but also in size (fig. 8,RELRES = 4.99). Moreover,
if a 5% allowance is made for measurement and discretization errors present, the
adapted activation sequence is still incapable of simulating realistic (again both in
shape and size) QRS complexes (fig. 11, RELRES = 3.57). This has led us to the
conclusion that in the transplant operation, during which the priority obviously does
not lie with the heart which is removed, conduction pathways in the ventricles may
have been damaged. The abnormal activation of the upper endocardial aspect of the
left ventricle (outside-in) and the absence of a profound right ventricular epicardial
breakthrough certainly point that way (fig. 6).
Finally, the activation sequence reconstructed using the inverse procedure, based
on measurements of the ECG and geometry prior to the operation, following basi
cally the same protocol as described previously in the study on 3 healthy subjects,
shows many aspects of normal activation (fig. 12). In addition, early left ventricular
activation and epicardial breakthrough still reflect the data measured on the rejected
heart. It should be noted that the geometrical information used is less accurate than
that available through MRI cross-sections in the case of the healthy subjects.
The final confrontation of the calculated activation sequence with the invasively
measured sequence has not been possible so far. We hope to be able to test our
inverse procedure in the near future on data of which the consistency before and
after the operation can be assured. What can be concluded from the confrontation
at the level of simulated potentials is that the model is indeed capable of generating
realistic (i.e., in comparison with actual measurements) QRS complexes, when a well
defined adaptation of a measured, normal activation sequence is used in combination
with a measured geometry and corresponding measured ECG's. These results can be
compared with previous simulation studies [18,19,20] in which (generally less well
documented) adaptations of the same measured normal activation sequence were
used to obtain ECG's that are realistic but not always directly comparable to those
measured on a corresponding geometry.
It is shown to be impossible to produce realistic ECG's using the measured ac
tivation sequence of the transplant patient's rejected heart, even if a 5% allowance
is made for possible measurement errors. A possible mismatch of geometry can
not be held responsible for this negative result: the mismatch that is undoubtedly
present in the constructed ННб-healthy subject configuration does not lead to QRS
complexes that much unrealistic. It is the deviation from normal activation of the
damaged rejected heart that causes this result. This stresses the fact that the inverse
procedure, which is based on minimizing the residual difference between measured
and simulated potentials, will not adapt just any activation sequence within a 5%
allowance, while still producing realistic ECG's. Our confidence that the procedure
yields realistic activation sequences at the ventricular surface, when using accurately
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measured geometry, has thus been strengthened
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Chapter VI
Difference Formulas for the Surface Laplacian
on a Triangulated Surface *

Abstract
Different approximaling expressions for (he surface Laplacian operator on a
triangulated surface are derived. They are evaluated on a triangulated spherical
surface for which the analytical expression of the surface Laplacian is known.
It is shown that in order to obtain accurate results, due care has to be taken of
irregularities present in the triangulation gnd. If this is done, the approximation
will equal (he performance of an optimal expression based on least squares
which can be derived. Next the different approximations obtained are used
as a regulanzation operator in the solution of an ill-posed inverse problem
m electrical volume conduction. It is shown that in this application a crude
approximation to the surface Laplacian suffices.

1

Introduction

The Laplacian operator A is encountered in many fields of physics and applied
mathematics. It turns up, e g., in electrical volume conduction problems in physics
and as a smoothing operator in many mathematical applications [1].
In this paper we will focus on the surface Laplacian, i.e., the restriction of the
operator to 2-diniensional flat space or to a (curved) surface in 3 dimensions. Among
many other applications, the surface Laplacian operator can be used for interpolation
and extrapolation purposes [2,3], and for some smoothing operations, e g., in picture
processing [4]. It can also be used as a regulanzation operator m the solution of
so-called ill-posed problems [5] In this paper Laplacian should be interpreted as
surface Laplacian
In most of the practical applications, where analytical solutions of the problems
involving the Laplacian operator cannot be obtained, one has to resort to approximating numerical expressions This paper will describe some approximating expressions
for the Laplacian operator which can be used on a triangulated 3D surface.
•Submitted to Journal of Computational Physics
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fig.(l) A regular plane square grid.
By way of introduction we will start by describing the well-known approximating
expression for the Laplacian on a plane regular square grid. This expression leads to
its generalization to a general plane regular grid. From this generalization, different
expressions for the Laplacian will be derived on a triangulated flat surface. Assuming
a sufficiently dense triangulation grid the same expressions can be used on a 3D
curved surface. A strictly numerical method applicable to a curved 3D triangulated
surface will also be presented.
The performance of these approximating expressions will be evaluated on a tri
angulated spherical surface on which some function, chosen more or less arbitrarily,
is defined. In this situation, an analytical expression of the surface Laplacian can
be derived which is used to validate the approximations. Next, the different ap
proximations are tested in one practical application, i.e., as a regularization operator.

2
2.1

Theory
The plane regular square grid

For a planar, regular, square grid a simple difference formula for the Laplacian
operator Δ can be derived. Consider (fig. 1) po in such a grid, situated at the origin,
with neighbours p i , . . . , p* at a distance r. We will denote fo as the value of ƒ at po
and ƒ, as the value at point p,. A Taylor expansion in the χ coordinate yields
Д г , 0 ) ~ /(0,0) +г
or

ft^fo

+r

df

df

+ 1г'

+ \r'

d2f

a2/
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For the y coordinate one has

fi^fo

+ r-^dy

2 Pf
2
+ ir2 dy-A

A similar expression can be found for fo and /4. Addition of these four expressions
yields

h + h + h + U ^ 4/o + 7-2dx
(Ì^
+ dy
#2{, )
1
=
hence, writing Δ}0 for Af\

2

4/ο + Γ 4 / | Λ ,

,

Л/о ^ ¿(/-Л),

(i)

in which ƒ is the average of f\,..., f4. This is the well-known first order estimate
of the Laplacian zi on a regular square grid at po [6].

2.2

Other regular plane grids

Expression 1 can be generalized by taking the integral along a circle of radius г
around po of the truncated Taylor expansion. Defining χ = r cos(<£) and у = г sin(</>)
we have
r2*
/ {fir, φ) - ίο)άφ
Jo

~

f2'
df
r / соз{ф)аф —
Jo
ox

+

г2*
d2f
г 1 со5{ф)5т(ф)аф
Jo
дхду

+

г2*
д2 f
Ì7·2 / С052{ф)аф - 4¿
Jo
dx

+г

r2*
Jo

¿т(ф)аф

ду

г2*
д2 Jf
+ i r 2 / 5ίη2(φ)άφ
Jo
dy2

Since the first three integrals on the right hand side vanish and the remaining two
give 7г we have

^o=(0 + 0)L - ¿¿f</<'.*>-AW

(2)

This generalization can be applied directly to plane regular grids (the regular
hexagonal grid and the grid consisting of equilateral triangles). In general, for a
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single central point po in a plane surrounded by N neighbours at equal angles and
at distance г we can write down the expression
4 1

N

Δ/ο * -VïFEtf.-/o>

with weights t u f

2.3

=

Ew¿0)(/.-/o)-

=

—
1 · —.

(3)

t _1_
r ' N'

The irregular triangular grid

The evaluation of expression 2 for an irregular triangulation of the plane is not
straightforward. In general, the grid points will not be distributed regularly with
equal distances between neighbouring points and equal angles between neighbours
(as is the case with the regular grids mentioned). This breaking of symmetry has to
be accounted for.
Regular angles, irregular distances
When the N neighbouring points p, are not regularly distributed around po. r in eq. 3
could be replaced by f, the mean distance to po· The approximation thus obtained
however will in general be inaccurate, due to the breaking of symmetry.
However, when only the distances from neighbours p, to po differ and all angles
are equal, symmetry can easily be restored by applying linear interpolation along the
lines connecting po to its neighbours. By replacing each neighbour p¡ at distance r,
by a virtual neighbour p, at distance f along the same direction and assigning a value
f
fi = fo+ —(fi — fo) to that point approximation 3 becomes
Гі

4 1

N

-

4 1 Λ ƒ, - f о

f Я tí

r

'

= Σ^'ί/ί-Λ),
•u di
with w) '

(4)

4
1 1
= - · — •—.
f N TÍ

Irregular angles, irregular distances
Approximation 4 used in the situation where the neighbouring points are not distributed at regular angles around po does not compensate for the breaking of sym-
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flg.(2) An irregular plane triangular grid.

metry. Therefore we return to eq. 2 in which the mean value of ƒ along a circle is
involved.
Consider the situation as depicted in fig. 2, representing a general situation for
a triangular planar grid. We assume a linear interpolation scheme for points in the
triangle with sides r, and r,:
f = Лг, + μτν,,

λ,μ>0, λ + μ < 1 ,

and similarly for the values of ƒ in these points:

/ = /ο + λ ( / 1 - /ο) + μ(/,-/ο).
We can take f of length f, the mean distance of the central point to its neighbours,
and express A and μ in terms of т·,, г and the angles α and φ,:
A=

г sin(a)
μ = r, sin((k) '

f sm(</>t — a)
r, sin(<k)

and thus
1
f-fo= -r,5Щ^
sinCi/p,)

> - fo)+r, *sin^,)
5 S ( / , - ƒ.)·

We can now perform the integration of eq. 2
f tt
Л

f\J

Л /•*• / r s m ( ^ - a )
^Уо
г, sin(^,)
Ν

^

=Σ

г

г

I-cosí«^,)
sinC^,)

г sui(a)
r1+|Sm((A,)

f
(Λ - h) + —
Λ+ι

\
)

l-cosí^,)
. ,, ,—υ·+ι
siní^,)

_

ίο)

Reordering terms and defining φ\ as the angle from f, to r.+i and φχ as the angle
from Γ,.Ι to ri, го being τΝ and fjv+i being fj, we have
/

Λ

(ƒ - /ο)αα = ¿^ —

— • , ,-4

t í ^. V

sm

^. )

+

• , ,^..

sm(#) /

(ƒ. -

Λ)·
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The normalizing factor in eq. 2,
2

2π =

Г*

ida,

Jo

is now replaced by
" f П-со5(Ф:)
¿Г г Д sin(^r)

l-cos(^)\
sin(^) ) '

,

This finally leads to the approximation

л/о ~ Σ ω ! 2 ) (/.-/ο),
2)

with ги'

2.4

(5)

4 J_ J _ /І-со^ф;)
г, Фш \ sm(<j>;)

=

+

l-cos(^)\
sm(</>+) /

The formulation as a least squares problem

Consider the central point po, situated at the origin for convenience , with function
value fo, which is surrounded by N neighbours p, = (x,,y,) with value ƒ,. For each
p, we again look at the Taylor expansion of ƒ around po:
ƒ, ~ fo + Хг -=OX

+ У, д -

+ ХІУІ

Λ

d2f

+ κ

дудх

Pf

δ?

+

2 ^ /

WÂ
ôy 3

Q2

By using the notation дт = -g-, 9^ = -r-r, ... etc. and Ä/, = f, — fo this expansion
σι
σι
can be written as a matrix equation:
/ 5XÏ
ìx2

ÏÎ/Î
ivi

^ІЗ/І

X

х

χ

гУі

l

У! \
У2

2

f dlf \
Vf

( f ι - fo \
fi-fo

dìyf
dj

\ ÌXN
or

ÌVÌl

x

lfyN

χ

Ν

VN /

dyf

\ fN - fo )

Dd ~ δ f.

This matrix equation can be solved uniquely in a least squares sense, provided that the
number of neighbours N is greater than or equal to 5, and that the matrix columns are
independent. Even in the case of linear dependency a least squares solution having
minimal norm may be computed as

d ~ D4f,
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fig.(3) frontal view of the 162-pomt regular triangulation of the sphere (left) and of
the 162-point irregular triangulation (nghc).
with D* the pseudo inverse of the matrix D[7]. In this case N may even be less
than 5.
From this expression an approximation to the Laplacian Δ may be formulated as

- !>!"<ƒ,-ƒ„>,

(6)

withw¡3) = DI + DI.
This approach with planar cartesian coordinates (x,y) can easily be adapted to one
resulting in an expression in the local surface coordinates (ζ, η) on a curved surface
in three dimensions.

3
3.1

Test-procedures
Evaluation on a triangulated spherical surface

In order to test the different approximations of eqs. 3, 4, 5 and 6, to which we will
refer as Δ{0), Л*", Δ{2) and Δ{3) respectively, triangulations were made of the surface
of a sphere. The well known expression for the surface Laplacian operator on a
sphere, in spherical coordinates r, θ and φ, is:

cos(0) д

Δ = ——-г
+
г 2 д 2 г1 sin(0) д

Ö2
1
2
г sin (6l) дф2 '
2
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flg.(4) Isofimclion lines of the chosen function ƒ (left) and its analytical Laplacian
Δ/ (right), plotted on the regularly triangulated surface of fig. 3. Linear interpolation
is used. The stepsize is 0.5 for ƒ and 5.0 for Δ/ (arbitrary units). Negative values
appear dashed.

As an analytical test function a function of the form
M

}(β, φ) = £ ад -н , ψ))
1=1

was used. Here η(θ,φ) is a unit surface normal, Д,- is a vector of arbitrary length
and direction, and F is a real-valued function that is at least two times differentiable.
M = 12 vectors R, with random direction and random length between 0 and 1 were
chosen, F was taken to be F(t) = sin(7r0.
Two distinct triangulations of the sphere were made: one in which the distribution
of points was as regular as possible and one which was highly irregular. Of this first
regular triangulation three variants, consisting of 42, 162 and 642 points respectively,
were tested. For the irregular triangulation a version consisting of 1£2 points and
one of 642 points were chosen. Figure 3 shows a frontal view of the regular (left)
and the irregular (right) triangulations of the sphere, both consisting of 162 points.
The chosen function ƒ and its analytical Laplacian (left and right hand side
respectively) are depicted, from the same perspective, in fig. 4 as isofunction lines
on the regular sphere, obtained through linear interpolation. Maximum and minimum
value for ƒ are 6.07 and -6.07 and a stepsize of 0.5 was used. Negative values for ƒ
appear dashed. Maximum and minimum value for the analytical Laplacian of ƒ on
the sphere are 63.3 and -63.5 and a stepsize of 5.0 was chosen.
For each of the triangulations, the approximations Z l ( o , , . . . , Л ( з ) to the surface
Laplacian of the function ƒ at each vertex were calculated and compared to the values
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for the analytical Laplacian. In approximation /A'1' local coordinates for the curved
surface were used. As indicated earlier, expressions Δ{ο\ Δ{ι) and Л ( а ) were applied
without modifications, thus neglecting the curvature of the sphere.
As a means of comparison, a relative rms and an absolute maximal difference
measure on the triangulated surface X were defined as
-•1/2

M

ƒ

2

(Af{z)-A f(x)) dz

RELDIFF =

/
Jx

(Af(x))2dx

and
MAXDIFF = max ІЛ/(x) -

A(l)f(,x)\.

Here Δ refers to the analytical Laplacian and Л'*' to one of the approximations
Л < о ) ,..., Л ( з ) . The surface integrals involved were calculated by usmg an approxi
mating surface area for each vertex.

3.2

Evaluation as a regularization operator

Let a triangulated 3D surface be described by TV labelled point p, and let each point p,
be sunounded by M, neighbours labelled пб^ (i.e., ηο\ = j if pj is thefcthneighbour
of p.). With the expression for an approximation of the Laplacian operator at point
Pi of the form
M.

¿/(p.) =: 5>.*(/0»n».> - / ( P . »
a matrix L can be defined which when multiplied with the vector ƒ, ƒ, = f(p,), gives
the vector Δ of values of the Laplacian at each point p,:
if i ^ j and ρj is thefcthneighbour of p,,
if г ψ j and p, is not a neighbour of p.,

L., = Wik
= 0
M,

or

M,

M,

(7)

This matrix-expression for Δ was used as a regularization operator in a solution
method for the inverse problem of electrocardiography of the form [8]:
Find minimum for τ of
J

E(r)=|A/(r)-l>|2 + A|Lr|2.

(8)

The vector r here describes the moment of electrical activation, expressed in ms, of
points on the (triangulated) surface of the heart, ν is a vector containing the values
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flg.(5) Isofunction lines of approximations 4 < o ) / (upper left), A^f (upper righi),
¿А(з' ƒ (lower right) and / і ( з ) / (lower left) on the 162-point regular sphere. View and
slepsize as in nghl hand side of fig. 4 .

of potentials measured on the torso surface, and the matrix A describes the volume
conductor properties of the torso. | · | denotes the Euclidian norm. The inverse
problem of electrocardiography belongs to the class of ill-posed problems, implying
that small variations in measurent data (A and r ) may cause large variations in the
solution r . The purpose of the Laplacian operator in this minimization problem is to
keep solutions r bounded and smooth, in keeping with the physiological knowledge
on the properties of the electrical activation process of the heart.
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fig.(6) Isofunction lines of approximations zl ( °'/ (upper left), Л ' 1 ' / (upper right),
/ 1 ( 3 ) / (lower right) and Л ( з ) ƒ (lower left) on the 162-pomt irregular sphere. View
and stepsize as in fig. 4.

With the accuracy of the triangulation of the heart surface having been chosen
in accordance with the physiologically expected variation of r over that surface,
the different matrix expressions L (0) , L (1) , Ll2) and L{3) relating to the approximations
zl (0) ,zA (1) ,z} <2) and Л ' 3 ' were used as regularization operators. Their differences in
performance were evaluated by comparing the different solutions r ( , ) on the basis of
error measures similar to RELDIFF and MAXDIFF, as defined in the previous section.
Additionally, the approximations ΔΜ,...,
/1 ( з ) to the surface Laplacian of the
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fig.(7) 642-point, refined regular triangulation of the sphere (left) and isofunction lines
of approximation Л<0'ƒ on it (right). View and stepsize as in fig. 4.

solution т ( з ) on the triangulated heart surface were compared mutually, using the
RELDIFF measure.

4
4.1

Results
The triangulated sphere

Results for the different approximations Лт (upper left), zl (1) (upper right), Л' 2 '
(lower right) and Л*3' (lower left) are shown in figure 5 for the regular sphere (162
points) and in figure 6 for the irregular sphere (162 points). The viewpoint and the
stepsize are as chosen in fig. 4 for the analytical Laplacian. Fig. 7 shows the the
refined regular sphere, consisting of 642 points, and the approximation Л ( о ) on it.
The difference measures for both the original and the refined triangulations are
summarized in table 1.

4.2

The regularization operator

In table 2 all relative and maximum differences between the solutions τ' 1 ' are given.
Figure 8 shows the solutions τ' 3 ' and r<0) obtained when using the approximations
<3)
ί0)
Л and Δ as regularization operators. RELDIFF and MAXDIFF values between
approximations Л' 0 to the surface Laplacian of the function т (3) are given in table 3.
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table(l) RELDIFF and MAXDIFF values for Laplacian approximations on regularly and
irregularly discretized spheres

л(о)

5

Δ™

Л* 1 '

Л<з>

regular

REL

0.302

REL

0.305

REL

0.304

REL

4 2 pnts.

MAX

20.1

MAX

20.0

MAX

20.1

MAX

19.9

regular

REL

0.163

REL

0.133

REL

0.095

REL

0.094

162 pnts.

MAX

13.5

MAX

10.1

МАХ

6.1

MAX

6.0

regular

REL

0.292

REL

0.197

REL

0.043

REL

0.027

6 4 2 pnts.

MAX

36.2

MAX

27.9

MAX

4.1

MAX

2.1

irregular

REL

0.568

REL

0.399

REL

0.201

REL

0.155

162 pnts.

MAX

59.0

MAX

30.7

MAX

16.6

MAX

11.2

irregular

REL

1.050

REL

0.728

REL

0.170

REL

0.059

6 4 2 pnts.

MAX

178.9

MAX

150.6

МАХ

22.7

MAX

9.5

0.303

Discussion

Comparison between the results obtained with the approximations Л ' 0 ' , . . . , Л ( з ) for
the regular, unrefined sphere, as shown in fig 5, and the analytical Laplacian of fig 4
show only small differences on the basis of visual inspection. Evaluation of the
measures (table 1), however, shows that the perfonnance of the approximations Δ(ο)
and / l ( l ) is worse than that of Δ^ and Л ( з ) , in terms of both relative and absolute
differences.
Although the differences are not dramatic, small variations in the angles of the
triangular tiles cause poorer performance in the approximations in which these ir
regularities are not considered. Careful inspection shows that maximum differences
indeed occur at points which are neighbours, but which don't have the same number
of neighbours, implying irregularly distributed angles.
This effect is, surprisingly, amplified when the refined triangulation of the sphere
is used. Although an improvement of the approximation can be expected when
more points are chosen on the sphere, the effect of disregarding irregular angles
(ο)
(і)
worsens the approximations Δ
and Л , whereas by taking them into account the
(3)
approximations Δ^ and Δ
are improved (see Appendix).
The use of a manifestly irregular triangulation of the sphere results in very bad
(o)
1
approximations zl and Л* ', both with respect to the difference values and on the
basis of visual inspection (fig 6). Refinement of the triangulation again worsens
matters for Л ( о ) and Δ(ί).
Approximation Л ' 3 ' performs best in all cases presented, and when compared to
(з)
Л the difference in perfonnance is largest in the case of the irregular refined sphere.
This improved performance cannot be explained by the fact that in Л ' 3 ' the curvature
of the surface is taken into account, since a refinement of the triangulation implies a
more flat neighbourhood for each point, thus decreasing the effect of disregarding the
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fig.(8) Isochrones of activation-functions τ ( 3 ) (left) and r (0 ' (righi) on the triangulated
surface of (he human heart. The stepsize is S ms. Upper part shows a frontal view
of the outside of the heart (epicardium), lower part shows the inside in the same view
(endocardium).

table(2) RELDIFF and MAXDIFF values for different solutions τ ( ' , related to the use of
4 < o ) , . . . Л' 3 ' as regularization operator.
T

reference
T

(0)

MAX

MAX

REL

(l)

MAX

reference

REL

(2)

MAX

reference

REL

(3)

MAX

T

T

T

REL

reference
T

«l)

REL

0.025
4.91
0.045
9.96
0.054
11.4

(l)
0.024
4.91

T

REL
MAX

REL

REL

MAX

MAX

REL
MAX
REL
MAX

0.035
8.12
0.055
11.0

(i)
0.045
9.96
0.035
8.12

REL
MAX

MAX

МАХ

MAX

MAX

REL

REL

REL

(i)

T

REL

0.046
10.9

0.054
11.4
0.055
11.0
0.046
10.9

REL
MAX

curvature. The explanation lies in the fact that in Л ( з ) a least squares approximation
to the Taylor expansion is used, thus explicitly minimizing the difference between
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table(3) Mutual RELDIFF values for different approximations Δ
(3)
function τ
on the heart surface.
¿(o)
ω
Δ™
Δ

¿\<°>

¿ω

REL

REL
¿CO REL
¿(3) REL

REL
0.20 REL
0.45 REL
0.54 REL

0.19 REL
REL
0.35 REL
0.50REL

to the Laplacian of the
¿(3)

0.46 REL
0.37 REL
REL
0.44 REL

0.65
0.63
0.52

the analytical and the approximated Laplacian. Smaller differences in performance
(3)
between Δ^ and Δ for the spheres having fewer discretization points can be
explained by the growing dominance of the error resulting from taking a more sparse
sampling grid, given the function defined on the sphere.
Summarizing, it is shown that the irregularities in the triangulations must be
incorporated into an approximating expression for the Laplacian operator. Only when
the discretization is chosen such that "undersampling" occurs is the performance
3
of all approximations roughly the same. It is also shown that approximation Л' '
performs best. However, when the number of discretization points is large enough
to reflect the variation of the function chosen, (cf. fig. 4), approximation Zi<3) is still
a good choice. It has the advantage of greater conceptual simplicity because it can
be expressed directly in terms of the angles and distances between points and their
neighbours, whereas zA<3) requires, for each point of the triangulation, the solution of
a least squares system.
When applying each of the approximations Л < о ) , . . . , Л ( з ) as a regularization op
erator in the ill-posed problem presented here, variations in the solutions appear to
be within the limits imposed by the sensitivity of the problem to modelling and
measurement noise[9].
Tables 2 and 3 show that in the regularization of ill-posed problems, such as
the one presented here, a relatively crude approximation to the Laplacian operator
will suffice. While the errors in the inverse solutions obtained are at most 5%, the
differences between the approximations to the Laplacian are much bigger, indicating
that at most only one of the approximations is not "crude".
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Appendix
In this appendix the poorer performance of the crude approximations Л

(о)
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and Л ' ' ,

which occurs when the triangular grid is refined, is discussed.
Suppose there exists an accurate approximation Δ for the Laplacian operator on
a planar surface which can be expressed as (cf. eq. 5)
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where the weights q, depend only on the interior angles of the triangular tiles, and a
second, less accurate, approximation with erroneous weights (g¿ + e,) (cf. eq. 4)
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A refinement of the triangular mesh (cf. fig. 3 and fig. 6 ) implies r, r, —»0 while all
other terms remain the same, which means that Ξ, i.e. the error in the approximation
Δ, will grow.

Chapter VII
Summary and Discussion

Although substantial progress has been made during the last two decades, solution
methods to the inverse problem of electrocardiography have not yet reached the state
of direct clinical applicability. The recent studies that have appeared in the literature,
however, varying from those following a strictly mathematical approach [1] to those
combining realistic numerical models with in vitro experiments [2], have greatly
clarified the possibilities and limitations of the various methods for determining
cardiac electrical activity noninvasively.
Many of these (model) studies now seem to stress the importance of combining
multi-channel ECG recordings with measurements of the anatomical geometry, in
particular of the heart position and orientation. Research described in this thesis is
performed using such sets of data, which were available for 3 healthy subjects in the
form of MRI cross-sections and 64-channel body surface potential maps.
Another result of the various model studies is the finding that the differing conductivities of various tissues in the torso have to be accounted for. This aspect is
described in chapter II, where the influence of incorporating the lower conductivity
of the lungs (5-fold lower conductivity) and the higher conductivity of the intraventricular cavities containing blood (3-fold higher) is examined. Because use is made
of actually measured geometry and ECG recordings, the results can be quantified by
comparing simulated and measured potentials for a single subject. It is found that,
using a realistic set of (calculated) activation times, potentials simulated in the fully
inhomogeneous case lead to relative residual differences of about 11%, in comparison
with the measured potentials. Disregarding the lungs in the volume conductor model
results in only a slight increase of this value to 14%. The effect of disregarding the
ventricular cavities however leads to errors of 52%.
The contribution maps introduced in that same chapter, which describe the relative
contribution of the various parts of the ventricular surface to the potentials observed
in a particular lead on the torso surface, also show that the incorporation of the blood
mass of the cavities is essential (Brody effect [3]). It is found that the maximum
contribution due to this effect is an increase from 0.23 mV.cm-2 to 0.35 mV.cm-2
of the transfer from the upper endocardial aspect of the right ventricle to lead Vi.
Results also show that leads positioned close to the heart (the precordial leads)
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predominantly record the electrical activity of relatively small parts of the ventricle,
while large parts remain electrically "silent". These findings again stress the fact
that the geometrical relationship between surface leads and heart position should be
known accurately in order to obtain quantifiable forward simulations of the ECG and
reliable inverse solutions of the activation sequence.
The procedure used to calculate these inverse solutions is described in chapter
Ш. It is concluded that physiologically acceptable activation sequences can be de
termined from measured body surface potentials when the geometry of the same
subject is known. The qualitative evalution of the results is based on data of invasive
measurements as reported by DURRBR et al. [4]. Basic characteristics of the nor
mal activation sequence described in this paper, such as the initial activation of the
left ventricle, right- and left ventricular epicardial breakthrough, and the termination
of activation at the right ventricular aspect of the base, are reflected in the inverse
solutions found.
The realistic activation sequences enable the simulation of ECG's very closely
resembling those observed on the same subject. Relative residual differences of about
20% are found. In comparison with previous studies which used the same model of
ventricular activation [5,6], substantial progress has been made. The use of accurate
geometry descriptions partly explains this progress. The conceptual simplification of
the procedure as such as well as the increase of computational speed of the computer
algorithm that has been achieved result in the availability of inverse solutions within
minutes. This has improved the user-program interaction significantly. The use of
the surface Laplacian as a regularization operator also contributes to the progress
made.
The derivation of an approximating expression of this surface Laplacian opera
tor on a triangulated surface is the subject of chapter VI. It is found that such an
approximation can be simple and relatively crude when applied as a regularization
operator. When the actual values of the surface Laplacian itself are to be estimated,
however, a more complicated expression should be used, which takes into considera
tion the irregularities present in the triangulation grid. It is also shown that when the
triangulation is chosen sufficiently dense, with respect to variations of the function
defined on it, it is not necessary to incorporate the curvature of the surface into the
expression.
The need for an accurate geometrical description in a solution method to the in
verse problem of electrocardiography seems to hamper its direct clinical application.
Measurements of geometry are not a standard practice accompanying ECG record
ings, although the use of standard leads supposes the existence of certain geometrical
(anatomical) knowledge. The influence on the calculated activation sequences of us
ing a standard, "realistic", geometry rather than an actually measured description of
the torso surface and heart position and orientation of the subject is studied in chapter
IV. This is done by comparing solutions obtained when using the actual geometry
and ECG signals ("true" solutions) with solutions arising when the same geometry
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description but ECG's of another subject are used, thus defining the geometry that
no longer corresponds to the measured ECG's to be a standard, "realistic" geometry.
Following this procedure differences between two calculated activation sequences
can be quantified because both are defined on the same ventricular surface. It is shown
that these differences are substantial (up to 50 ms), certainly when compared to errors
arising in the "true" solution when realistic measurement and modelling errors (noise
and electrode displacement) are assumed. The addition of 30% rms noise to the
recorded ECG's results in errors in the regularized solution of only 5% (maximum
absolute value 12 ms). The displacement of each electrode site on the accurate model
description of the torso surface over 2 cm in a random direction causes errors in the
activation sequence of 8% (maximum absolute value IS ms). These findings lead
to the conclusion that a geometrical model in which torso size, heart orientation
and position with respect to the lead positions are moulded and matched to the true
geometry is the least form of complexity which has to be incorporated in accurate
inverse electrocardiography.
This conclusion is supported by results of the research described in chapter V.
Here the application of the inverse procedure to a complete data set, including 64channel BSPM's, geometry measurements, and in vitro measurements of the ventricular activation sequence of one subject is evaluated. These data are available
from a patient having undergone a heart transplant operation. Geometry measurements consist of an X-ray thorax picture, straightforward measurements of posture
and B-mode echo scans for the determination of the heart orientation. Therefore
the accuracy is not as great as it is in the case of the 3 healthy subjects of which
MRI cross-sections are available. A triangulation of the torso surface is obtained
by moulding the triangulation available from one of the healthy subjects to match
the measurements of posture and the X-ray thorax picture. The triangulation of the
heart is obtained from a replica of the heart removed in the transplant operation.
This triangulation is translated and rotated to a position in the torso which matches
as closely as possible that observed in the X-ray thorax and B-mode echo scans.
The activation sequence calculated using the inverse procedure on this less accurate
data-set again shows physiologically acceptable results and a low residual difference
between simulated and measured torso potentials (17%).
The original object of the research described in chapter V was the confrontation
of inversely calculated activation sequences with measured ones. For this purpose
the activation of the revived and reperfused rejected heart of the transplant patient
has been measured. It is concluded, however, that during the transplant operation
vital conduction pathways in the ventricles must have been damaged. As a result,
the activation sequence calculated on the basis of the ECG's measured prior to
the operation cannot be succesfully confronted with the activation sequence of the
removed heart.
This conclusion is supported by forward simulation studies using a model of a
heart of which the activation sequence is known through invasive measurements [4].
For this purpose the heart was placed in the geometry configuration of one of the
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healthy subjects, in a position and orientation matching as closely as possible that
of the heart of the healthy subject as observed from the MRI cross-sections. It is
shown that, when allowance is made for possible discretization errors in the measured
activation sequence of up to 5%, realistic QRS signals can be simulated. When a
similar simulation is performed using the measured, distorted, activation sequence of
the rejected heart of the transplant patient, positioned in its own, measured geometry,
and again allowing for a 5% discretization error, no realistic QRS waveforms can be
obtained.
The inverse procedure presented in this thesis could use a final evaluation by
means of confrontation of calculated activation sequences with data measured in
the same subject. Data-sets enabling such a confrontation should contain geometry
measurements, multi-electrode ECG measurements, and invasive measurements of
the activation sequence and are therefore very hard to get.
When the following data, the geometrical description of the torso surface, lung
surface and ventricular surface, and of the position of the ECG electrodes on the torso
model, are obtained through MRI imaging techniques, their accuracy enables the
computation of very realistic activation sequences at the ventricular surface, which
in tum provide high quality simulations of ECG's that very closely resemble the
measured data. It is true that the clinical application of the elaborate procedure of
making MRI cross-sections in combination with recording BSPM's may not be very
practical. However, results in chapter IV show that the applied regularization allows
some errors in the placement of electrodes. Moreover, the procedure described in
chapter V shows that the "moulding" of some standard torso surface to measurements
of posture, combined with echographic data on heart size, shape, orientation, and
position will probably be sufficient for the calculation of the sequence of activation
of the ventricular surface.
In addition, forward simulations presented in chapter II show that the influence
of incorporating the lower conductivity of the lungs is much smaller than that of the
inclusion of the higher conductivity of the intraventricular blood mass. An accurate
geometrical description of the lung surfaces will therefore not be neccesary; any set
of "realistic" lungs will suffice.
A procedure using a standard torso surface adapted to posture measurements and
echographic data on the heart geometry in addition to a body surface potential map
with documented electrode positions is well within reach. It will enable the nonin
vasive determination of basic characteristics of the ventricular activation sequence.
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Samenvatting en Discussie

Hoewel gedurende de laatste twee decennia aanzienlijke vorderingen zijn gemaakt
hebben oplossingsmethoden voor het inverse probleem van de elektrocardiografie
nog niet het stadium van directe klinische toepassing bereikt. Echter, recente studies
uit de literatuur, variërend van die welke een strikt wiskundige benadering volgen
tot die welke realistische numerieke modellen combineren met in vitro experimenten,
hebben wel de mogelijkheden en beperkingen van de verschillende methoden om de
elektrische aktivatie van het hart niet-invasief te bepalen duidelijk gemaakt.
Veel van deze (model-)studies lijken nu toch het belang te benadrukken van het
combineren van meerkanaals ECG registraties met metingen van de anatomische
geometrie, in het bijzonder van de hartpositie en -oriëntatie. Het in dit proefschrift
beschreven onderzoek is uitgevoerd met gebruikmaking van zulke gegevens, beschikbaar voor drie gezonde proefpersonen in de vorm van MRI doorsneden en 64-kanaals
Body Surface Potential Maps.
Een ander resultaat van de uiteenlopende studies is de constatering dat rekening
gehouden moet worden met de van elkaar verschillende geleidbaarheden van de diverse weefsels in de torso. Dit aspect wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk Π, waar de
invloed onderzocht wordt van het betrekken van de lagere geleidbaarheid van de lon
gen (5 keer lager) en de hogere geleidbaarheid van de met bloed gevulde hartholtes
(3 keer hoger). Omdat gebruik gemaakt wordt van feitelijk opgemeten geometrie en
ECG registraties van de zelfde proefpersoon kunnen de resultaten gekwantificeerd
worden door gesimuleerde en gemeten potentialen voor die proefpersoon te vergelij
ken. Het blijkt dat, wanneer een realistische set (berekende) aktivatietijden gebruikt
wordt, potentialen gesimuleerd in het volkomen inhomogene geval resulteren in re
latieve residuen, in vergelijking met de gemeten potentialen, van ongeveer 11%. Het
weglaten van de longen in het volumegeleider model laat slechts een kleine stijging
van deze waarde, tot 14%, zien. Het weglaten van de holtes echter geeft verschillen
van 52%.
Ook de contribution maps, die in datzelfde hoofdstuk geintroduceerd worden en
die de relatieve bijdrage beschrijven van de verschillende onderdelen van het ven
trikeloppervlak aan de potentialen die waargenomen worden op een afzonderlijke
meetplaats op de torso, laten zien dat het meenemen van het bloed in de holtes es
sentieel is (het Brody effect). De maximale bijdrage die gevonden wordt als gevolg
van dit effect is een stijging van de overdracht van het bovenste endocardiale gedeelte
van de rechterholte naar elektrode V\ van maximaal 0.23 mV.cm - 2 tot 0.35 mV.cm - 2 .
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Ook laten de resultaten zien dat afleidplaatsen dicht bij het hart (de precordiale aflei
dingen) vooral de elektrische aktiviteit van relatief kleine gedeelten van het ventrikel
registreren, terwijl grote gedeelten elektrisch "stom" blijven. Deze bevindingen be
nadrukken opnieuw dat de geometrische relaties tussen afleidplaatsen en hartposities
nauwkeurig bekend moeten zijn om kwantificeerbare voorwaartse simulaties van het
ECG en betrouwbare inverse oplossingen voor de elektrische aktiviteit te verkrijgen.
De procedure die gebruikt wordt om deze inverse oplossingen te berekenen wordt
beschreven in hoofdstuk Ш. De conclusie is dat fysiologisch acceptabele aktivatie
volgorden bepaald kunnen worden uit gemeten potentialen op de torso, als de ge
ometrie van dezelfde proefpersoon maar bekend is. De kwalitatieve evaluatie van
de resultaten is gebaseerd op gegevens van invasieve metingen zoals gerapporteerd
door DÜRRER et al. De basiskarakteristieken van de normale aktivatievolgorde die
in dit artikel beschreven worden, zoals de initiële aktivatie van de linkerholte, de
epicardiale doorbraak van de linker- en rechterholte en het eindigen van de aktivatie
aan de rechterholte-kant van de basis, zijn terug te vinden in de inverse oplossingen.
Deze realistische aktivatievolgorden maken het mogelijk ECG's te simuleren die
ECG's gemeten aan de proefpersoon zeer dicht benaderen. Er worden relatieve
residu-verschillen van 20% gevonden. Ten opzichte van eerdere studies, die hetzelfde model voor de ventrikulaire aktivatie gebruikten, zijn substantiële vorderingen
gemaakt. Een gedeeltelijke verklaring voor deze vooruitgang ligt in het gebruik van
nauwkeurige geometriebeschrijvingen. De conceptuele simplifikatie van de procedure
op zich, en ook de bereikte stijging van de rekensnelheid van het algorithme, zorgen
voor de beschikbaarheid van inverse oplossingen binnen enkele minuten. Daardoor
is de interaktie tussen gebruiker en programma belangrijk verbeterd. Het gebraik van
de oppervlakte Laplaciaan als regularisatie-operator draagt ook bij aan de gemaakte
vorderingen.
De afleiding van een benaderende uitdrukking van deze oppervlakte-Laplaciaan
op een met driehoekjes belegd oppervlak is het onderwerp van hoofdstuk VI. Gevonden wordt dat zo'n benadering eenvoudig en relatief grof kan zijn wanneer zij
toegepast wordt als regularisatie-operator. Als echter de waardes van de oppervlakteLaplaciaan zelf geschat moeten worden is een meer gecompliceerde uitdrukking nodig, die rekening houdt met aanwezige onregelmatigheden in het driehoeksrooster.
Ook wordt aangetoond dat, als de belegging voldoende dicht is t.o.v. de functies die
er op gedefinieerd zijn, het niet nodig is om de kromming van het oppervlak in de
uitdrukking mee te nemen.
De directe klinische toepassing van een oplossingsmethode voor het inverse probleem van de elektrocardiografie lijkt gehinderd te worden door de noodzaak van
een nauwkeurige geometriebeschrijving. De registratie van ECG's wordt niet routinematig vergezeld van metingen van de geometrie, alhoewel het gebruik van standaardafleidingen het bestaan van een zekere (anatomische) kennis van de geometrie
veronderstelt. In hoofdstuk Г wordt de invloed op de berekende aktivatievolgorden
bekeken van het gebruik van een standaard "realistische" geometrie in plaats van een
echt gemeten beschrijving van het torso-oppervlak en de hartpositie en -oriëntatie van
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de proefpersoon van wie ECG's geregistreerd zijn. Dit wordt gedaan door oplossingen verkregen met gebruik van ECG's en echte geometrie (de "echte" oplossingen)
te vergelijken met oplossingen die optreden als dezelfde geometriebeschrijving, maar
de ECG's van een andere proefpersoon gebruikt worden. Zo wordt de geometrie,
die niet meer correspondeert met de gemeten ECG's, gedefinieerd als een standaard,
"realistische" geometrie.
Met deze procedure kunnen verschillen tussen de twee berekende aktivatievolgorden gekwantificeerd worden, omdat beide gedefinieerd zijn op het zelfde ventrikeloppervlak. Aangetoond wordt dat de verschillen substantieel zijn (tot 50 ms),
zeker in vergelijking met fouten die in de "echte" oplossing ontstaan wanneer realistische meet- en modelfouten (ruis en elektrodenverplaatsing) verondersteld worden.
Toevoeging van 30% rms ruis aan de gemeten ECG's geeft fouten in de geregulariseerde oplossing van slechts 5% (maximale absolute waarde 12 ms). De verplaatsing
over 2 cm in een willekeurige richting van iedere afleidplaats op de nauwkeurige
modelbeschrijving van de torso veroorzaakt fouten in de aktivatievolgorde van 8%
(maximaal absoluut 15 ms). Deze bevindingen leiden tot de conclusie dat een geometrisch model waarin torsogrootte en hartoriëntatie en -positie gevormd worden
naar, en aangepast aan, de echte geometrie de minste vorm van complexiteit is die
moet worden geïncorporeerd in nauwkeurige inverse elektrocardiografie.
Deze conclusie wordt ondersteund door de resultaten beschreven in hoofdstuk
V. Hierin wordt de toepassing van de inverse procedure op een complete set gegevens, inclusief 64-kanaals BSPM's, geometrische metingen én in vitro metingen
van de ventrikulaire aktivatievolgorde van één proefpersoon, geëvalueerd. Deze gegevens kwamen van een patient die een harttransplantatie-operatie heeft ondergaan.
De geometriemetingen bestaan uit een Rontgen thorax-foto, directe metingen van het
postuur en B-mode echo-scans ter bepaling van de hartoriëntatie. De nauwkeurigheid
is daardoor niet zo groot als in het geval van de drie gezonde proefpersonen van wie
MRI doorsneden beschikbaar waren. De driehoeksbelegging van het torso oppervlak
is verkregen door de belegging van één van de gezonde proefpersonen aan te passen
aan de postuurmetingen en de Röntgenfoto. De driehoeksbelegging van het hart is
gemaakt naar een replica van het tijdens de transplantatie-operatie verwijderde hart.
Deze belegging is getransleerd en geroteerd naar een positie die zo goed mogelijk
past bij die waargenomen in de Röntgenfoto en in de echo-scans. De aktivatievolgorde berekend met de inverse procedure op basis van deze, minder nauwkeurige,
gegevens laat opnieuw fysiologisch acceptabele resultaten zien en kleine relatieve
residu-verschillen tussen gesimuleerde en gemeten torso-potentialen (17%).
De oorspronkelijke doelstelling van het onderzoek beschreven in hoofdstuk V
was om invers berekende aktivatievolgorden te confronteren met gemeten volgorden.
Daartoe is de aktivatie van het verwijderde, gereperfuseerde en opnieuw tot kloppen
gebrachte hart bemeten. De conclusie is echter dat tijdens de transplantatie-operatie
vitale geleidingsbanen in de ventrikels beschadigd moeten zijn. Als gevolg daarvan
kan de aktivatievolgorde berekend op basis van de ECG's gemeten voor de operatie
niet met succes geconfronteerd worden met de aktivatievolgorde van het verwijderde
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hart.
Deze conclusie wordt ondersteund door de voorwaartse simulatiestudies waarin
een model van een hart wordt gebruikt waarvan de aktivatievolgorde bekend is door
invasieve metingen. Voor dit doel is dat hart in de geometrieconfiguratie van één
van de gezonde proefpersonen geplaatst, in een positie en oriëntatie die zo goed
mogelijk lijkt op die van de proefpersoon zoals waargenomen in de MRI-doorsneden.
Aangetoond wordt dat, wanneer mogelijke discretisatiefouten tot 5% in de gemeten
aktivatievolgorde worden toegelaten, realistische QRS signalen gesimuleerd kunnen
worden. Als een soortgelijke simulatie wordt uitgevoerd, gebruikmakend van de
gemeten, verstoorde, aktivatievolgorde van het verwijderde hart van de transplantatiepatiënt, geplaatst in zijn eigen, gemeten geometrie, en opnieuw discretisatiefouten van
5% toelatend, kunnen geen realistische QRS golfvormen verkregen worden.
De in dit proefschrift beschreven inverse procedure kan nog een laatste evaluatie
gebruiken door confrontatie van berekende aktivatievolgorden met gegevens gemeten
in dezelfde proefpersoon. Sets van gegevens die zo'n confrontatie mogelijk maken
moeten geometriemetingen, multi-elektrode ECG registraties en invasieve metingen
van de aktivatievolgorde bevatten, en zijn daarom moeilijk binnen te halen.
Wanneer de geometriebeschrijving van het torso-oppervlak, het longoppervlak
en het ventrikulair oppervlak, en van de positie van de ECG elektroden op het
torsomodel, uit MRI verkregen zijn, maakt de nauwkeurigheid van deze gegevens
het mogelijk zeer realistische aktivatievolgorden van het ventrikulair oppervlak te
berekenen, die op hun beurt weer kwalitatief hoge ECG-simulaties leveren die de
gemeten data zeer dicht benaderen. Het is waar dat de klinische toepassing van
de bewerkelijke procedure van het maken van MRI doorsneden in combinatie met
BSPM registraties waarschijnlijk niet erg praktisch is. De resultaten van hoofdstuk
IV laten echter zien dat de toegepaste regularisatie wel wát fouten in de plaatsing
van elektroden toelaat. De procedure beschreven in hoofdstuk V laat bovendien zien
dat het (ver)vonnen van een of ander standaard torso-oppervlak naar postuurmetingen, in combinatie met echografiegegevens over hartgrootte, -vorm, -oriëntatie en
-positie, vermoedelijk voldoende is voor het berekenen van de aktivatievolgorde van
het ventrikulair oppervlak.
Daarbij laten voorwaartse simulaties, zoals gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk Π, zien
dat de invloed van het meenemen van de lagere geleidbaarheid van de longen veel
kleiner is dan die van het meenemen van de hogere geleidbaarheid van het bloed
in de holtes. Een nauwkeurige geometrische beschrijving van het longoppervlak zal
daarom niet nodig zijn: iedere set "realistische" longen zal voldoen.
Een procedure waarin een standaard torso-oppervlak aangepast aan postuurmetingen en echografiegegevens over de hartgeometrie samen met body surface potential
maps met gedocumenteerde elektrodenposities gebruikt worden is zeker binnen be
reik. Zo'n procedure zal de niet-invasieve bepaling van basiskarakteristieken van de
ventrikulaire aktivatievolgorde mogelijk maken
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Noninvasive Determination
of
Human Ventricular Activation

1. "State of the art" inverse elektrocardiografie moet niet-invasief de elektrische "state of the heart" ontrafelen.
hoofdstukken III en V
2. De standaardafleidingen zijn in inverse elektrocardiografie slechts bruikbaar bij toepassing op standaardmensen.
hoofdstukken II en IV
3. Het gebruik van de oppervlakte Laplaciaan is een elegante methode ter
regularisatie van het slecht gestelde inverse probleem van de elektrocardiografie; in een numerieke toepassing mag de benadering van deze oppervlakte Laplaciaan grof zijn.
hoofdstuk VI
4. Als Shakespeare in FORTRAN geschreven zou hebben, zou iedere slimme
vertaler een regel als to be or not to be gewoon overgeslagen hebben.
5. De chinese naaxn voor het plein dat bekend staat onder de naam "plein
van de hemelse vrede" laat ook de vertaling "plein van vrede in de hemel"
toe.
6. Deze stelling komt niet in EEN KWALITEITSKRANT.

Geertjan Huiskamp

Nijmegen, september 1989

